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ABSTRACT

This study ana'lyses the process of
ment and

first agricultural settle-

related settlement forms in a selected area of southern

Mani-

in an attempt to explain agricultural
settlement evolution. A model of the settlement process is formulated
and incorporates economic variables based on measures of distance and
toba between 1872 and 1891

the environment that are derived from rural settlement theory and empir-

ical rural settlement studies. This process-model is tested with
reality using descriptive statistics and stepwise multipte regression
anaìysis in order to assess the effect of the variables on the date of
entry of land. In addition a simple counterfactual is employed in order
to analyse the effect of

one

variable in isolation. The relative sig-

nificance of the distance and environmental variables changes through
time, with a decline in the importance of the distance variables

and

in the importance of the environmental variable of land
qua'lity. Results indicate that proximity of land to a raiìway loading
point, the variable initialìy thought to be most crucial in the settlement process of the study area, is not the dominant variable in the
an increase

years following raiìway construction and up

to 1891.

Two

major achieve-

of this study are as follows. First, it is recognised that
estabìished rural settlement theory is not necessarily appropriate to

ments

detaiìed empirical analysis; second,

it is recognised that ernpirical

generaìisations relating to the agricultural settlement of both Þlanitoba
1l

and the

prairie region,

r¡Jhich were assumed

to be applicable, are in-

appropriate to the study area in the period analysed.

that, in order to

improve

It is proposed

existing rural settlement theory, the insti-

tutional variable of cost of land be incorporated

if

theory

is to be

situation. A
methodoìogy constitutes a valid research theme for histor-

generally appìicable to the North American settlement
process-form

ical

geographical studies concerned with dynamic explanatory analyses.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

The settlement

rapid

history.

history of

Canada

Permanent occupation

is a comparatively recent and

of eastern

early seventeenth century as one part of

Canada began

European overseas expansion,

with a French colony being established along the lower St.
The

fur trade

these earìy

and subsistence

settlers.

in the

Lawrence.

agriculture provided the livelihood for

Fur was the staple product and the trade of

this stapìe was dependent on the demand created in Europe. By the
middle of the nineteenth century Europe was the market for another
North Amerjcan economic staple, name'ly wheat. Unlike their eastern
counterparts, most settlers amiving

in pre-confederation Ontario had

agricultural motives for settì'ing in the reg'ion. lllithin a short time

of arriving they were produc'ing smaìl surpluses of wheat which subsequentìy entered the export
grew and

trade.

As the agriculturally-based

economy

diversified other sectors of the economy developed, so that

the 1850s towns and industries had

facilities

were deve'loping

Canada began

in

become

southern

by

established and transport

0ntario. Migration to western

in the 1870s. Fur trading

posts were well established

in the West but the new settlers were predominantly farmers interested
in makjng a ìiving in an economy based on agriculture rather than
the fur trade. The objective of this study is to ana'lyse the process
1

2

process

of this first agricultural settlement

selected area

of

southern Manitoba between 1872 and 1891

attempt an explanation

t.

and settlement forms

in order

in

a

to

of agricu'ltural settlement evolution.

Aims

This study, which examines the evolution of agricultural settlement

in an area of

southern Manitoba, has three

aims. First, to

formu-

late a model, or simplifjcation, of the agricultural settlement process

for

southern Manitoba between 1872 and 1891. Second,

to isolate

and

of the principa'l variables in the settlement process which are assumed to have been of economic importance in the locaassess the importance

tion decision-making process of the commercia'l1y-oriented settler.
Variables included

in the process are derived from rural

settlement

theory and empirical studies. Third, to ana'lyse the settlement forms
between 1872 and 1891

2.

Hypotheses

The most

is

in relation to the formulated process.

satisfactory

method

of testing a mode'l against reality

by testing hypotheses incorporated

in the model. Rural settlement

theories proposed by Byìund (1960) and

Hudson

(tg0g) suggested that

of distance and environment are the major explanatory variables
of settlement 'location. Distance variables may include distance from

measures

entry point, major urban centre, or transport route such as a
Environmental variables include those

features and to land

trail.

relating to specific physical

quality. In addition to the distance and environ-

mental variables certain

institutional variables are of relevance in

the settlement process of the area being investigated.

3

Several hypotheses derived from rural settlement theory

and

related empirical works are tested empirical'ly in an area experiencing

agricultural settlement.

The objective

is to

determine the effects of

specific variables in the settlement process on the date of entry of

a

of land and related settlement form. The hypotheses focus primarily on measures of distance and environment which are the princ'ipai
variables identified in rural settlement theory. The principle of friction of distance, and hence accessibility in terms of time and distance
measurements, lies behind the formulation of the hypotheses concerned
with measures of distance. These hypotheses are as follows:
parcel

HYPOTHESTS

(I):

Date

of entry is related to distance to

the

trail, v¡ith those parcels of land
nearer the traiì being settled before those
nearest

at a greater distance. Proximity to trails
provides greater accessibility

of land. Bylund (1960)

to

suggested

parceìs

that set-

tlers sought to minimise distance between
their land and an available communication

link.

Weir (1964) further proposed that

trails

urere

a contro'l in guid'ing the lines

of settlement.
HYP0THESTS

(rI):

Date

of entry is related to distance to

the

nearest railway'loading point, with those

of land nearer the loading point being settìed before those at a greater dis-

parcels

tance. Accessibility to railway

ìoadìng

points, for the transportation of
settlers
been

of

arid goods,

importance

both

is assumed to have

to the early settlers

(Friesen, 1963-64; l^leir, 1960-61, 1964).
l4orton (1938,

p. 73) noted that. "as the

railway preceded sett'lement, the settlers
took up the land more or less in the

diate vicinity of the line."
gested

imme-

It is sug-

that proximity to the raiìway load-

ing point was the principal variable in
the settlement process. Support for this
suggestion

is provided by the writings

of

Richtik (1971, p. 287), who found the railway

to

be the most important "institutional

factor" in the settlement process,

and by

p. 46) who, writing
settlement in the early twentieth

Þlackintosh (1934,
about

century, stated that Inearness to railways
and

to projected rai'lways

tance

HYPOTHESIS

(III):

Date

was

of first

impor-

to the settler."

of entry is related to distance to

the

nearest service centre, with those parcels

of ìand nearer the centre having greater
accessibility and being sett'led before those

at a greater distance (Byìund,

1960).

HYPOTHESTS ( rV)

:

Date

of entry is related to distance to

the

entry point, with those parce'ls of land
nearer the entry point being settled before
those at a greater distance (Hudson, 1969).

In this study the principal entry point is
!'li nni peg.

The fol'lowing hypotheses are designed

to test the effect of

environmen-

tal variations on date of entry.
HYP0THESTS

(V):

Date

ed

of entry of a parcel of land is relat-

to the presence or

absence

of flowing

surface water and woodland, with those par-

cels possessing both of these environmental
features being settled before those possess-

ing only one or neither. Several authors
have indicated
sence

of water

tlers (Morton,
1964).

the importance of the preand wood

to the early set-

1967; Murchie, 1936i Weir,

Water was required

for

domestic

and

livestock use while wood was required for
the construction of buildings and fences
and as a source

of fuel. With improved

facilities the proximity to woodland declined in importance in the settler's

transport

location decision.

HYP0THESIS (VI )

:

Date

of entry is related to land quaìity'

with those parcels of land possessing 'land
with the greatest soil capability for agriculture being occupied before those of in-

ferior quality. In his settlement study of
the rural municipality of Sifton in southwestern l4anitoba, Loveridge (1977) found

that the early settlers selected the best
land available, regardless

The

finat

of its location.

hypothesis focuses on an institutional variable

ment process appìicable

HYPgTHESIS

(VII):

specifically to western

in the settle-

Canadian settlement.

Free homestead lands are settled before

lands of other dispositions (Loveridge,

1977). Most of the early settlers arriving in the rural municipaìity of Sifton in
southwestern Manitoba between 1881 and
1885 took up

ridge

3.

,

free

homestead lands (Love-

1977).

Study Area

It is proposed in this study to formulate

a model

of the agri-

cultural settlement process for southern Manitoba, focusing on individual rather than group setttement. A study area is selected which is
representative of southern I'lanitoba and which is suited to the collec-

tjon of the data required for the testjng of the hypotheses.

The area

7

for this purpose embraces Townships 7 to 14,Ranges 10 to 16,
west of the Principal lrleridian (Figures l and 2). The area, compris'ing
fifty-six townships, is approximately one-tenth of the total area which
is west of the Red River and south of latitude 51 degrees North in
present-day Manitoba. On'ly 30 percent of the study area t'ras within the
chosen

of

province

ies.

in L872, part being within the North-West Territorboundary of the province was redefined in 1877 from

Manitoba

The western

latitude 99 degrees

West

to the line

between Ranges 12 and 13, west

of

the Principaì l,leridian, thereby including a further ì3 percent of the

in I'lanitoba. Foìlowing the final extension of the western
in 1881, the entire study area became part of the enlarged

study area
boundary

province of Manitoba (Figure 1).

4.

Study Period

This study examines the period from 1872 to 189i. During this
time southern Manitoba developed from a relatively isolated unsettled
area

to

tem.

an established agricu'ltural region

The migration

within a larger

of pioneer farmers to western

economic sys-

Canada, beyond the

in the early 1870s (Friesen' 1963-64; Richtik'
1975; l^leir, 1960-61) and the first settlers to enter land in the sample

Red

River Colony, began

analysed arrived

in 1872. The date of

survey formed a constraint to

sett'lement, s'ince an individual was not legaìly aìlowed
surveyed

aìly in

land.

The sectional system

1869, but

it

was

not

640 acres and the tolvnship

to locate on un-

of survey had been approved origin-

until 1B7l that the section was fixed at

at

Manitoba was subdivided using

36

sections.

this

method.

From 1871 onwards, southern
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is an essential component of the evolution of an economic'landscape. In 1872 the area analysed was dissected on'ly by a number of trails, but in 1881 the main
The establishment

of a transport

system

line of the transcontinental Canadian Pacific
la-Prairie

and Brandon, taking

two additional major raiìway

Raj'lway 'linked Portage-

a route across the study area. By 1B9i

lines

had become established

in this

area;

the Manitoba and North hlestern Railway extended westwards from Portage-

la-Prairie across severa'l of the northern townships, while the l,lanitoba
South Western Colonization Rai'lway served

area (Figure

2). In 1872 no facilities

the southern portion of the

existed in southern Manitoba to

export agricultural goods from the region by a quick or efficient

means

but by 1891 a sÍmpìe transport network had emerged which facilitated
not only the in-movement of agricultural settlers but also, and
more

signifÍcant'ly, the export of agricultural

goods

and Europe. The l.lanitoba farmer was thereby able

agricultural

5.

to eastern

perhaps
Canada

to enter the world

economy.

Data and Sources
The process

of agricuìtural settlement is a complex process

it is not feasible to
study every single event, a model of the settlement process is developed
in order to study agricultural settlement evolution. The model is a

which involves a'large number of events. Since

simplification of the actual process, incorporating only the
most important variables influencing

assumed

agricultural location decisions.

Previous settlement studies indicate that these variab]es include

mea-

sures of distance, environmental, institutional and personal factors.
The formulated model considers only the economic variables

in

the

11

settler's decision,
in

an attempt

based on distance and environmental considerations,

to exp'lain the date of settlement.

In this study, first agricuìtural settlement is

ana'lysed

at

for

the

scale of the quarter section or part thereof. Data required

the

testing of the hypotheses are collected principal'ly from primary
sources.

The

year in which each quarter section was entered

from the township general registers held

at the Crown Lands

is

obtained

Branch of

the Department of Mines and Natural Resources in Winnipeg, as well
from the Land

la-Prairie

Titles'Offices in

and the Archives

Brandon, Morden, Neepawa and Portage-

at the Glenbow-Alberta Institute in

same sources

acreage and nature

of the grant type, for

of
of

each

unit of'analysis.

The

of a specific quarter is obtained from surveyors'townand field notes held at the Surveys Branch of the Depart-

survey

ship diagrams
ment

Calgary.

provide specific details, such as the

In addition, these
date

as

Mines and Natural Resources, l^linnipeg. The same documents

fur-

ther provide the source for environmental information relating to water
and woodland. Contemporary data

relating to nineteenth century

quality are not available. Accordingly, the

Canada Land Inventory

classification of soil capability for agriculture is
a measure

of land qua'lity for

land

used

to calculate

each quarter section.

In addition to the environmental data, details of the location

of trails, railways

and service centres are obtained from railway pìans

and township diagrams held

at the Surveys

Offices, and from contemporary

maps he'ld

Branch and Land

Titles'

in the map department of the

Provincial Archives of Manitoba, Winnipeg. This information
quent'ly transfered

to l:250,000

is subse-

topographic maps from which the

required distances are calculated.

12

6.

Analysis

A random sample
study

of 1000 quarter sections is

area. This is a representative

of the quarter sections in the area.

sample

taken

within

the

size and forms 12.4 percent

of the
to these

Between 1872 and 1891,461

selected quarter sections were settled and analysis

locations. Both the formulated settlement process

is confined

and settlement forms

to illustrate the change in process and form
through time, settlement is analysed at five-year intervals, that is,
in 1876, 1881, 1886 and 1891.. The settlement process and related
settlement forms are anaìysed using descriptive statistical ana'lysis and
are examined. In order

stepwise multiple regression

ana'lysis

is

analysis.

an appropriate means

Stepwise

multiple regression

of testing the importance of

variables

in the model. Additional insight may be gained into the importance of
specific variables in the process by the use of counterfactuals. Counterfactuals are hypothetical alternatives to reality and may be used to
emphasise the importanc., g. question the assumed importance, of specific
variables in the process. A further app'lication of counterfactuals concerns the derivation of forms from only one variable in order to observe
the effect of one variable in isolation. To this end a simpìe counter-

factual is

7.

empìoyed

in this study of agriculturaì settlement.

0rganisation of the Thesis
Chapter

II

reviews methodological approaches and a selection of

empirical studies in historical geography and historical settlement
geography. Further, the methodologica'l approach adopted in this study

is identified in this chapter. In Chapter III
process

of data coìlection are identified

the sampìing method

and the background

to

the

and
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settlement

of the study area is outlined,

demonstrating

of

southern I'lanitoba forms a part

of the Prairies. In this

ed area

chapter a selection

to

draw

of settlement studies of western

that the select-

Canada

is

revieured

attention to the scale of previous anaìyses, the approaches used

and the variabìes

identified as being of significance in the settlement

process. Chapter IV presents the formulation of the agricultural
settlement process

for the period

between 1872 and 1891 together with

the analysis of the settlement process and forms. The formulated
and

model

the results obtained are discussed and assessed in Chapter V. In

the final chapter conclusions are drawn regarding the settlement
and related forms and the approach emp'loyed

in this

study.

process

CHAPTER

II

LITERATURE REVIEhJ: I\,iETHODOLOGY OF HISTORICAL GIOGRAPHY
AND APPROACHES TO THE ANALYSIS OF SITTLEFIENT

Various methodological approaches are used
ment

studies.

or anaìytical

These may be

.

in historical settle-

identified as being essentiaì'ly descriptive

This chapter

is

divided into

considers four methodological approaches

ttnlo

parts; the

first

in historical geography

outlines the approach of this study, while the

second

part
and

part identifies

the ex'isting ruraì settlement theories and presents a discussion of
empirica'l settlement studies, excluding those relating to the pra'irie

region.

The discussion focuses upon

the approaches used, the scale of

the analyses and the variables in the settlement process.

1.

Methodology

of Historical

Geography

,several rnethodologicaì approaches exist

in historical

geography,

of study exist alongside emerging themes.
may be identified, namely studies of the geographic

where establ'ished themes

Four approaches

past, geographic

change through

time, the past in the present and the

evolution of spatial form. 0f these, the

first

three are established

approaches, orig'inal'ly outlined by Prince (1969), vrhile the fourth

(Prince, 1978) is an emerging

therne

that

the shortcomings of static form anaìysis.
14

has evolved as a response to
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(a)

Study

of the Past

Historical geography, according to Hartshorne (1939), was the
geography

of past periods, where a past period was selected

and descri-

in the same way as a contemporary regional study might have been
made. Studies in historical geography investigated the "historical present" (l'lackinder, 1930, p. 310) and were concerned with the functional
interrelationships of phenomena in space at fixed points in time. These
bed

past geographies v¡ere static cross-sections of the past that were
reconstructed using historical records such as,

for

example, the

Domes-

to recreate past geographies of Engìand. Cross-sections provide a detailed p'icture of an area
at a specific point in time but several criticisms can be levelled at
their use in the study of past periods. A cross-section provides a
day surveys which were used by Darby (1952)

statjcdescriptionofphenomenainspacethatisahistorica]inthat

it is both isolated from and not concerned with developments ìeading
to its formation. The description provides only limited explanation of
this is not increased by the
presentation of a chronological succession of cross-sections. Arranged
chronologically, a set of cross-sections may iìlustrate and describe
changes in the landscape, but not provide an explanation of these
changes. A further criticism of the cross-sectional approach is that
the development of the selected area and

the reconstructed region may be atypicaì. A particular area
been reconstructed

for a specific time

available for that area at that

time.

because

may have

sufficìent data were onìy

Since the data need not neces'

sarily be representative of a larger region, no generalisations can be
made.
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(b)

Study

of

Change Through Time

to the study of the past is the
and used by Clark (1954). cìark (19s4), cri-

Another established approach

genetic approach advocated

tical of the static cross-sectional studies in historical geography,
regarded any point in time as a momentary state in a process of change
and argued that, in order to understand a given state, it was necessary
to focus attention on its generating processes. Clark (i960) explicitìy

in favour of the geography of change and, unlike sauer (1941),
who stated that it was essentiaì to understand the origins of a cultural 'landscape in order to study its evolution, believed it was necessary to go back only as far as was necessary to understand the present.
It was not necessary to search for origins.
A number of different methods have been used in historical geography in an attempt to incorporate a temporal and explanatory element
into the study of geographic change. A chronologica'lìy-arranged set
of cross-sections does not account for the processes generating change
argued

since, by using this method, these processes can only be inferred from
the region undergoing change. This

is an unsatisfactory

means

of obtain-

ing new knowledge for the change in the region in question may be

to a number of
pance

complex

in northern

due

processes. Following his study of sequent occu-

New England,

l^lhittìesey (1929) suggested that

man

altered his environment with his successive stages of occupance. Each
stage was linked

to the preceding

and foìlowing stage

with transforma-

tions occurring from one stage to the next but, in comparing sequent

to vegetation succession, I^Jhittlesey did not take account of
the fact that, unlike vegetation succession, human landscapes do not
occupance

evolve through identical stages

in a closed system. Instead, they may
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develop

in response to

It

processes generated outside the region.

may have been

the recognition of the comp'rexity of the pro-

cesses generating landscape change which

write expìanatory narratives of the

way

led historical geographers to

in which individual features of

the landscape altered through time, rather than the way in which all
features interreldted. Darby (1951), for example, used this chrono'logi-

cal, vertical

in his study of the changing Engiish landscape. In this study he considered the development of individua'l features separateìy, successively investigating the clearing of the woodlands, the draining of marshes, the reclamation of the healthlands, the
landscaping of the countryside, and the development of towns and industries. Although examÍning the changing landscape in considerable
detail, the treatrnent of the themes as individual units failed to pretheme approach

is essential to an exp'lanation of landscape development through time. Jones (1974), in a review of more
sent an integrated whole which

recent work by Darby (tgz¡) on the historical geography

ther

emphasised

of

England,

fur-

the absence of any suggested causes of changing distri-

butions. clark (1960, p. 611), on the other hand, was aurare of this
shortcoming, arguing in favour of a greater emphasis ,,on the changing
patterns of phenomena and relationships in and through area.,' In his
study

for

of the agricu]tural economy in

Nova

exampje, Clark (L962) anaìysed the

Scotia betv¡een 1851 and 1951,

differential rates of

change

of

several components of that economy. Specifically, he investigated the

distribution of the va]ues of the sheep/srvine ratio, and the
distribution of the values of change in that ratio, in an attempt to exchanging

p'lain geographic change.
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(c)

of the Past in the Present

Study

An additional means by which geographic change has been studied

retrogressive method (Baker, 1968) which has been particu-

is by the

lar'ly evident in the French

schoo:l

of geography. The purpose of this

is to work towards an understanding of the past by an examination
of the present. In other words, the present is known and the obiective
is to derive earlier forms from the evidence of later forms.
. Prince (1969, p. 113) stated that "all features in the present
ìandscape are relict featuresr Survivals from some past period." Some

method

geographers have employed a retrospective approach

historical

in their

relict features. This method, which argues that a knowledge of the past js indispensable to an understanding of the present
studies of such

in order to explain the relict features in
the present. An exarnpìe of such a relict feature in the ìandscape of
western Canada 'is the sectional grid system of the origÌna1 land survey.
landscape, examines the past

(d)

Study

of the Evolution of Spatial Form

The analysis

current
both

of

processes constitutes a basic research theme in

human geography,

foììowìng the awareness that static analyses,

in terms of the study of singìe points in time and of a succession

of points, are unable to adequately explain how the form came about.
Chisholm (1975) argued in favour of a dynamjc rather than a static
approach

to the study of distributional patterns

and Amedeo and Golìedge

to study the processeS generating spatia'l
form, in order to identify possible causes of the patterns. In order
to explain the change in an observed distributional pattern' it is
(1975) emphasised the need

necessary

to incorporate the time elenent so that a dynamic expìanation
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of its evolution may be achjeved. According to Amedeo and Gol'ledge
(1975, p. 177): "we expect that the spatial manifestations of processes

(i.e.,

"form")

will

change from one time period

fore, the time factor
modeling

of a process

must be

and

explicitìy

to the next, and, there-

inc'luded

for

any complete

its spatial implications." Historical

geo-

graphical studies of distributions are well suited to the adoption of

a

process-form approach as advocated by Amedeo and Gol'ledge. A major

objection to

many

studies in historical geography is the exclusion of

temporal component

in their

analyses

of the location of

phenomena

space. Baker (1976) noted the preoccupation of historical

a

in

geographers

with spatial patterns and the negìect of the generating process in

spatial analytica'l studies. A focus on the descriptive analysis of
form alone, excìuding process,

is

an unsatisfactory means of explaining

form. Although the operation of a process results jn forms, a given
form may result from any one of a number of processes, so that a focus
on form alone can only lead
The deduction

reliable

to an inference of its generating

of form from a hypothesised process,

means

of exp'lanation, taking

account

of

however,

change

process.

is a more

in form through

time (Harvey, 1967) and avoiding the inference prob'lem. Such process-

of studying spatiaì form evolution is a legitimate research theme in historical geography and has been advocated by
form reasoning as a means

Harvey (1967) who proposed the construction

of

models

of spatial

evolu-

tion in order to understand deve'lopment over time and space. Harvey
(1967, p. 597) argued the necessity of understanding "the principles
that govern human organization over space."

of a process-

in historical geographical studies is a response to inof static spatiaì analyses such as the study of past geog-

form approach
adequac'ies

The adoption
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raphíes

(for

development

(1954,

p.

example, Darby,

1952). Further, this procedure is

a

of the change through time approach advocated by C'lark

71) who stated that any particular study period could "be

understood

only in terms of the processes at work to produce it."

Amedeo and

Golledge (1975) noted that one

of the reasons

why

this type of reasoning is still in its infancy in human geography is
rrformrl
due to the fact that the meaning of the concepts of "process" and
have not been established. Definitions of these concepts are difficult
to find in the literature. In this study the term "process" is

used to

refer to a succession of actions of interacting variables which result

in an outcome. A "form" refers to the spatial outcome at
any one point in time resulting from a particular process.
Two difficulties are noted in the application of a process-form
continuously

procedure (Prince, 1978) where the process-form relationship

effect relationship.

of equifinality

These are the problems

terminacy. The probìem of equifinality has already
refers to the situation where different processes

is a causeand inde-

been noted and

may

result in a simi-

lar form. This demonstrates the danger inherent in inferring process
from form. The problem is avoided if form is deduced from process'
since the process used has been selected on specific theoretical, empir-

ical, or both theoretical

and empirical

grounds. Indeterminacy indi-

cates that a process may generate a number of different forms, where

the observed
This catls

is

for

considered

to

an assessment

belong

of the probability of

and may be achieved by employing

aims

to a'larger set (Prince,

state occurring

a simulation procedure. This technique

to derive results from the operation of

means

each

1978).

of gaining a greater understanding of

processes and

landscape

is a'lso a

evolution,

a

2t

factor which is ignored in spatial anaìysis. Simulation is a means of
incorporating an element of chance or uncertainty into the process'
whereby

for

a probabitistic process approximates

human behaviour such as,

example, the decision-making process. Further, the use

factuals

may shed

light

on human behaviour

of

counter-

in the past by considering

situations that did not actual'ly occur. Both Baker (1976) and Prince
(1978) have suggested that counterfactuaì methods might be profitably
used

to

assess

the results of particular

The use

tory.

of counterfactuals is

processes.

associated with new economic his-

Theoretical models that are based on a limited number of variables

are used to further explanation by employing quantitative techniques to

theory. Counterfactual assertions have
been used in studies made in new economic history to assess the effects
test

hypotheses derived from

of specific variables on economic development. This has been achieved

of the removal of the causal variable and
considering the consequences of hypothetical alternatives. Both Fogeì
(1964) and Fishlow (1965), for example, removed the American railway
system, in their studies of 1890 and 1859, respectively, in order to

by analysing the consequences

test

hypotheses concerning the

growth. Their results

effect of raiìways on American economic

suggested

that the railway

system made only

a

minimal contribution to the Gross National Product.

In order to

assess and explain the consequence

of a particular

act, it is necessary to consider the consequences of hypothetical alternatives to rea'lity. To say "the thing happened the way it did, is not at all illuminating. l^le can understand the
process and the way people

it with what might
(M. R. Cohen, quoted in Foge'l,1964, p. 17). The hypo-

significance of what did happen only
have happened"

if

we contrast
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thetical alternative or counterfactual should be a feasible one.

Three

of counterfactuals in historical geography have been suggested
(Norton,1979). The first use is to test hypotheses which associate an
event, which did not actually take p'lace, to a related result. In this
uses

is a feasible alternative to the actual
event and there is reason to expect the occurrence of the result. The
second purpose of testing a counterfactual assertion is to establish
case the counterfactual event

whether

or not the result would

have occurred without a specified

event. This indicates that it is possible that the outcome occurs regardìess of the assumed cause. A third use of a counterfactual approach may be to consider alternative decisions made in the

assumed causal

decision-making process, together

with their

subsequent results.

Counterfactuals may be used,thereforeo to emphasise the importance or

of specific variabìes in a process.
Little explicit use has been made of counterfactuals in historical geography. One study in ulhich a counterfactua'l approach was adopted
is that by Norton (1978) where the approach was used to establish the'

question the assumed importance

of the removal of a variable from the frontien settlement
process. A constraint was built into the process generating settlement
forms for nineteenth-century southern 0ntario, namely that at any one
consequence

time not

all of the townships in the study area vrere available for

settlement due to government po'l'icy restricting settlement to alreadysurveyed torvnships.

In order to observe the spatial

consequences

of

a

counterfactual settlement process, forms were generated with the con-

straint

removed, producing

different forms.

The use

of the counterfac-

tual indicated the relevance of the constraint to both settlement evolution

and the observed form.
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(e)

Summary

Several developments
as

in historical

geography may be recognised

follows. First, the development from a static to a dynamic approach,

of which a process-form

approach

developed from a general

third

is an example.

to a more specific

development involves the use

and counterfactuals
emphasising

and

Second, studies have

analytical nature.

of quantitative techniques,

The

simu1ation

to make studies increasing'ly explanatory rather than

description. This is, in.part, the result of the fourth

is a developing tendency from empirical to more
theoretical approaches. It appears that a study of spatial fonn evoludevelopment which

tion reflects these developments. Such a study may thus usefulìy employ
a process-form reasoning, operationalised by simulation and incorporat-

ing counterfactual

arguments.

is an anaìysis of spatia'l form evolution that uses
a modified process-form procedure. A settlement process is formu'lated
and, aìthough settlement forms are not derived fron it due to the comThis study

p'lexity of implementing this procedure, settìement forms are analysed

to determine whether or not the settlement process, comprising variables derived from theory and empirical studies, may have generated the

real-world forms. Analysis includes the use of stepwise muìtipìe

is a more commonly-used technique than simulation. A
simp'le counterfactual is used to iìlustrate the importance of one of the
regression which

variables in the settlement process. Hypotheses, which are both theo-

reticalìy

and empiricaì]y derived,are tested

of the variables on the date of settlement.

to determine the effects
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2.

Settlement Geoqraphy

of settlement theory development is limited. 0n1y a
few settlement theories exist which attempt to isolate the properties
The extent

of settlement diffusion (Bylund, 1960; Christaller, 1966; Hudson, 1969;
Vance, 1970) and there is no one theory of settlement accounting for
the evolution of both rural and urban settlement for existing sett'lement theories have

either a rural or urban emphasis.

It is clearly

un-

realistic to consider the evolution of rural and urban settlements as
occurring independent of each other. Instead of being viewed in isolation, the evolution of both rural and urban settlements should be regarded as components of a u¡ider system of economic deveìopment of the
'landscape, thereby recognising the complex nature of the study of settlement evolution.

(a)

Rural Settlement Theory

It is ìikeìy that the diversity of rural and urban settlement
evolution has prevented the formulation of a united settlement theory
comprising both components. A presentation

of the two main theories
for the study of agricuì-

of rural settlement provides the background
tural settlement evolution. These concepts, proposed by By'lund (1960)
and Hudson (tg0g), are considered in order to identify their approaches
to the study of settlement and the variables consídered to have been
of

importance

in settlement location.

Bylund (1960) discussed the expansion of rural settlement in

inner North

Svreden

with reference to an initial four models of settle-

ment deve'lopment and he subsequent'ly proposed

a

fifth

model, the E-

model, which incorporated simple compìicating factors based on empiri-
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cal observation into the D-model.
approach

He used an inductive-deterministic

to the formulation of his models

which were inferred from

em-

pirical observations, rather than derived from theory. Bylund's earlier
empirical findings concerning the colonisation process in Lappland fonned the basis for his claim that the spread of settlement is determined
by a set of attraction vaìues of the land. He inferred a settlement
process from a comparisgn of the models with the observed settlement
form, arguing that the closer the model accorded with the observed form,

the greater the feasibility of the model as a simplification of the
reaì-world settìement process. Bylund (1960) concluded that

of distance and the environment are the dominant variabìes
the spread of settlement.

measures

determining

Rather than anaìyse form alone, Hudson (1969) adopted a process-

form oriented approach to explain changes

in settlement distribution

time. His deductive theory of settlement diffusion is based
upon four Sources of location theory, name'ly, centra'l place theory with

through

its

emphasis on

form, diffusion theory with

its emphasis on process,

ecologicaì distribution theory and morphological laws. Hudson (1969)
postulated three processes for rural settlement, similar to those
found

in p'lant ecology,

which are based on distance and environmental

considerations. Employing the terminoìogy introduced by Hudson, the
three processes considered to be operating are colonisation, spread,
and competition,/where

initiaì

colonisation refers to the

in-movement

of people to a þreviousìy unoccupied area. Thìs phase is followed
a period of sett,lement spread, when movement within the area takes

by

place, and is ultimateìy followed by competition for land as the density

of settlement

becomes

too great. The associated patterns of settlement
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resulting from these processeso settlement forms, are respectively random, clustered and

regular (Hudson, 1969). The more usual evolution of

form, however, has been thought to be from clustered to
subsequently,

to regular distributions.

Grossman

random and,

(I977) made some valid

criticisms of Hudson's (1969) work, contending that

Hudson

failed to

derive genera'l "lauts" of settlement because his theory was derived from
ecology and suggesting

priate to

human

that in

behaviour.

vegetation growth, there
imposed
dom

most cases these

Grossman (1971)

principles are inappro-

further

is relatively ìittle free

institutional constraints.

settlement pattern to be a

Grossman

common

argued

that, unlike

competition, due to

(Ig7I) did not find a ran-

occurrence since human settlement

patterns are frequently planned. These arguments were based upon empiri-

cal work in Iboland, Nigeria, where the individual had little freedom of
choice in selectìng his settlement location. In this area the settlement pattern v,,as modified by the government.

It

ned, not random, vrith settlers locating on the

was

deliberately pìan-

frontier to prevent

bours from encroaching. This indicates a high degree

neigh=

of competition at

in the settlement process, which is at variance with
Hudson's (1969) empirical observations in Iowa, where competition between locations was not manifest until the final stage in the settlement

an early stage

process.

Both Bylund (1960) and Hudson (1969) have focused more on the

spatial derivatives of rural settlement diffusion than on the underlying sociological and economic factors. This is a disadvantage of their
theories since

some

behaviouristic considerations would have added in-

sight into the sett'lement process.
approach

in contrast with a static

The need

method

for

an evolutionary

of analysis

once again

indi-
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cates the va'lue

(b)

of adopting a process-form anaìysis of settlement.

Previous Settlement Studies

This section presents
ment studies, excluding those
examjned

in

Chapter

III.

of empirical rural set,tle-

some examp'les

relating to the prairie region which

are

This section has three aims. First, the

in the studies is identified. Th'is may be either a descriptive account, an empiricaì testing of theory' or a combination of
the two approaches. In addition, the account may be of a static or

approach used

dynamic

nature.

Second,

the scale of the study area analysed

Third, the variables that

have been considered

to

be

of

is noted.

importance'in

the location of settlement are identified.
Hudson (1969) proposed

his theory of rural settlement over

a

yet, a'lthough a variety of descriptive and more quantitative
analytical approaches to the study of settlement have been made, there
has been little empirical testing of h'is theory. The use of theory has
been ìimited in the study of rural settlement. instead, the approach
decade ago

has been mainly descriptive, focusing upon certain variables
been thought

that have

to be important in the settlement of specific regions.

Institutional, behavioural and economic factors have thus been identified as being important criteria in the evolution of rural settlement,

in addition to the environmental influences

and various measures of

distance that have been identified as being the principa'l variables in

the rural settlement theories.

Until the
upon

1960s settlement studies

characteristical'ly

focused

a discussion of settlement types. These studies described the

degree

of nucleation or dispersion of settlements with reference to
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environmental, distance and social variables, frequently focusing

the influence of culture on the landscape.

(Lg62), for ex-

classified settlement forms by studying the influences that

ampìe,

determined them. He found

that the natural

and

ther with the influence of the agricultural
ment

Demangeon

upon

type.

settle-

economy, determined

The physical environment, ethnic

ogical level of the agricu]tural

social condjtions, toge-

traditions

system were thus found

and the technol-

to inf]uence

the

of nucleation or dispersion. In an earlier study of rural

degree

settlement types,

Ahmad

(1952) found that his four types

were correlated with the physica'l and
an anaìysis

of maps,

Ahmad

of setilement

cultural environment.

Folìowing

(1952) suggested that the factors that con-

tributed to the agglomeration of rural settlements in the Uttar

Pradesh,

of relief and soil fertility, as well as those
relating to cooperation in agricultural activity and clan solidarity.
India,

were uniformity

Fragmentation was proposed as being

water,

I ow

agri

a result of an abundance of surface

cu]tural producti vi ty

and caste hi erarchy. An examp'le

of a study of rural settlement types in North America is that by
Trewartha (1962). Based on research into the types of rural settlement
of colonial America, Trewartha concluded that, in addition to the physical environment, cultural conditions determined the
between

the settlement types of

New England,

observed differences

the middle Atlantic

southern regions. Another descriptive analysis

and

of nucleated and dis-

is that by Dickinson (1949) who argued that variations
in settlement form in Germany were due to the interpìay of the physicaì

persed settlement

conditions and the social and economic history of the area.
Camm

tance

(1967) and Rice (tgZe) both drew attention

of institutional influences

on settlement.

camm

to the impor-

(L967), dea'ling
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more v,,ith

the evolution of land use than with the evolution of rural

settlement, considered the influence of colonia'l and state governments

to the question of land tenure
setttement led

and the way state-aided projects to

to the development of the rural

landscape

in

Jimbour,

Queensìand. Rice (1978), likewise, described the way in which the

federal government's land alienation policies and practices influenced
the order in which settlers took up particuìar parcels of ìand

trat

Minnesota

in the late

in cen-

nineteenth century. This indicates that

the settlement process might be seen as a competition by settlers for

different kinds of land,

wh'ere settlers

did not have complete freedom

in their choice of location.
ConsÍderable importance has been placed on the part played by
human

behaviour

in the settlement of an area.

Johnson (1974) drew

Both Jakle (1974)

and

attention to man's perceptions of the world in the

settlìng of the upper Midwest. Powell (1971) c'laimed the necessity to
consider the complexity of man's decision-making process, be'lieving

it

to be necessary to consider the ideas, ideals and institutions of
society as a whole. He advocated a phenomenological approach to the

of settlement, but made no reference to actual settlement processes or patterns. Similarly, Harris, Roulston and De Freitas (1975)
suggested that a dominant ideology shaped the settlement of Mono townstudy

ship, sixty miles northwest of Toronto.

In a description of rural settlement patterns in the San Luis
Val1ey, Colorado, Carlson (1967) identified the way in which distinct
groups

area

of agricultural

peop'le sett'led

of similar natural conditions.

their'land, but did not

emp'loy

in a different

He showed how

manner

within

the settlers

an

used

descriptive statistics to outline

when,
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where and how

theory

their settlements evolved, which seems essential 'if

a

is to be tested.
Unlike these studies which focus upon sing'le variables

in the

settlement process, Smailes and l4olyneux (1965) identified economic
changes, technological progress and

accessibility as being important

in determining stability of settlement in southern New England, New
South hlales. They found that a thinly scattered network of pastoral
stations was rapidly established in the 1830s and that this network was

filled in by settlements

selectively

associated

with agriculture

well as small urban centres. Although weakly formulated, this
presented an evolutionary approach

as

study

to the study of settlement.

0nly a limited number of exp'licitty quantitative

approaches

in rural settlement studies to aid the explanation of
settlement evolution. One means of analysing the expansion of settlehave been made

ment across a region over time

que, which

is

concerned

is

trend surface analysis. This techni-

with the smoothing of settlement surfaces in

order to uncover the under'lying trends, separates population surfaces

into regional and local components. It is a useful way of analysing
changing settlement forms which is integral to the study of settlement
evo'lution. Florin

(

1977) used trend surface analysis

to quantitatively

describe the advance of the settlement frontier across Pennsylvania which
began

in the first half of the seventeenth century. This method of

ana'lysis was also used by Ctarke (1972) and Norton and Smit (1977) to
anaìyse the

spatial pattern of population density in

gntario and

Cape Province, South

South

southwestern

Africa, respective'ly. Results of

the

African study revealed that the princìpa1 variables influencing

the progress of rural settlement lvere measures of distanceo environmen-
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tal

and

institutional factors.
In addition to trend surface analysis, use has been made of

in the analysis of settlement patterns. Conzen (1971), for example, developed a model of land acquisition for Blooming Grove township, liisconsin, and tested this mode,l using
multiple regression analysis. The model, which was designed to "predict"
the date of land sales, incorporated distance, environmental and instiregression and simulation techniques

in southern Ontario demonstrated the use of simulation in the study of agricultural settìement
evolution. Simulation techniques permit the relationship between protutional variables.

cess and form

to be investigated. Although simulation has not

wide'ly adopted
method

hlork by Norton (1976)

in settlement studies,'it

of operationalising

has proven

been

to be a profitable

process-form reasoning which

is desirable to

the study of settlement evolution.
The

ent. It

variety of

appears

approaches

to the study of settlement is

appar-

that little distjnct testing of theory has been

attempted. Instead, a

number

of descriptive

approaches dealing with

the settlement of particular areas, focusing upon individual variables,
have been made. These approaches have not been conducive

to the formu-

lation of a general'ly applicable theory of rural settlement evolution.
They have focused

insufficiently on the application of simp'le quantita-

tive techniques to aid the explanation of settlement evolution. These
descriptive studies have revealed the large number of factors influencing settlement location which, since they are largely location-specific,
cannot be incorporated

into a generally app'licable settlement theory or

process. Nonetheless, the formulation of a process appropriate to the
area being studied

is of principa'l

of that area is to

be explained.

concern

if

the settlement evolution

CHAPTER

III

THE STUDY AREA

This chapter provÍdes the background to the settlement study
and

is divided into five sections as follows. First,

the study area is

delimited within the prairie-parkland region. second, the sampling
method used

to seìect the quarter sections

analysed

is identified.

Third, the data collection procedure is outlined. Fourth, the physical
and econom'ic background

to the settlement of the study area is pre-

sented. Fifth, a selection of previous settlement studies of the Canadian prairies is reviewed in order to demonstrate the various approaches
adopted, the scale

of the ana'lyses

and the

influentia'l in the sett'lement of the

1.

DelimitatÍon of the

ln

assumed

to

have been

West.

Stud.y Area

1872, two years

mately one-third

factors

after

of the study

Successive boundary changes

Manitoba joined Confederation, approxi-

area was

within the province of

Manitoba.

in 1877 and 1881 resulted in increases in

the size of the province and Figure 1 i'llustrates the stages by which
the study area, comprising Townships 7
the Principal Meridian, gradualìy

Io 14, Ranges 10 to 16, west of

became whol'ly

within the province of

in part within the North-West Territories. The study area is both a part of the province of Manitoba and a

ltlanitoba, having previously been
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part of the prairie-park'land physical region (Kaye and Moodie,

1973).

This region, which comprises grasslands with scattered c'lumps of trees,
extends from southern Manitoba

2.

to present-day southern Alberta.

Sample

The study area vuas divided

into fifty-six townships using the

rectangular survey system. Each township contains 144 quarter sections
and thus the study area consists

of

8064

quarter sections. Since

it

not feasible to ana'lyse every quarter section in the study area, a
set of

1000

is

sub-

quarter sections, forming 12.4 percent of the quarter sec-

tions in the study area, is selected for analysis. In order to be unbiased and representative
sampìe needs

of the entire set of quarter sections,

to be drawn from the population randomìy, such that

the
each

quarter section in the study area has an equal chance of being included

in the sample. The sampling method should ensure an adequate coverage
of the total population. The selection of one quarter section makes no
difference to the probability of another quarter section being selected
or not se]ected.
Random

from the

sampìing involves the random selection

total data set.

Three methods

random, the systematic random and the

of

of

observations

random sampling are

stratified

random

the

basic

methods. Using

the basic method al'l observations are randomly selected. Using the

initial

is chosen at random and
subsequent observations are picked at a regu'lar interval. This method
should not be used where there is a periodic repetition of conditions
at the same interval as the samp'le interval. Using a stratified random
sample the population is divided into strata and either each stratum is

systematic method only the

observation
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or a variab'le sampìing procedure Ís employed (Berry

sampled

1968). A variable sampling procedure determines the

and Baker,

number of'observa-

tions to be selected from each stratum proportionate to

its size jn

relation to the total population
Each

quarter section in a township was either Dominion land or

type. In every.township alì quarters of
11 and 29 were assigned as school land. Similarly, specific

alìocated to a particular grant
sections

quarter sections in each township were allotted to the Hudson's
Company, namely

Bay

the four quarters of section 8 and three quarters of

26. In addition to section 8, a'll four quarters of section 26
v¡ere allotted to the Company in every fifth township. The remaining
quarter sections in a township were of a variety of grant types. A
systematic random sampling method is not used in this study since
quarter sections of specific grant types occur at regu'lar intervals in
each township of the study area. Neither is a stratified random samplsecti on

ing method used, where a stratum

it

has been found

is equated with a grant type,

because

that the grant type of a quarter section did not in-

in his location decision-making process other than
in terms of the cost of its acquisition (Loveridge, 1977). Instead, a
basic random method is used to se'lect the sample of 1000 quarter secfluence the settler

tions.

The sample observations are drawn using Fisher and Yates'

(1948) table

First,

of

rando¡rl

1000 sections

numbers. Their selection comprises two stages.

are randomly selected; second, one quarter section

is selected at random in each of the 1000 sections. This method of random sampìing

secti on.

permits the selection of onìy one quarter section per
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3.

Data

of this section is to outline the data collection
procedure' indicating the nature of the data collected, their sources
and the assumptions made in the course of data collection. Analysis of
The purpose

first agricultura'l settlement is made at the scale of the quarter section. A'lthough this is usualìy taken to mean a square area of 160
acres, quarter sections were frequently between approximately L50
170 acres due

to both inaccuracies of the survey

and divergence

of meridians.

Sometimes

l,lhere

a

sel ected

and the convergence

the quarter section was further

subdivided into legal subdivisions, or fractions
There are several such parce'ls

of legal subdivisions.

of land in the random

quarter secti on i s

and

subdi vi ded,

the

sample seìected.

subdi vi si

on

whi ch

first is the one analysed. For convenience, each parcel
land ana'lysed is referred to as a quarter section.

was

(a)

settled

of

Principa'l Data Sources
Data

relating to the

emergence

of the economic landscape

obtained from two principal sources, township genera] registers
township diagrams. Township generaì registers held
Branch

of the Department of

are

and

at the Crown Lands

Mines and Natural Resources, winnipeg, pro-

vide much information about the original disposition of Crown lands
subsequent disposal

of these lands.

The term

and

"disposition" refers to

the manner in which the Dominion allocated lands to different grants.
"Disposal" means the transfer

of land from the Dominion, and the corpor-

ate bodies receiving grants from the Dominion, to private ownership
(Tyman,

1972). Details about the survey and environmental information

of the quarter sections are found on township

diagrams and

in

surveyors'
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note books

at the Surveys

Branch

of the Department of

Mines and Natural

Resources, Winnipeg. A township diagram, based on surveyors'

notes,

is a map of the surveyed township illustrating

field

the acreage of

the sections and environmental information relating to the township, in
addition to pre-survey settlement, where appìicabìe.

(b)

Year

of Entry of Quarter Sections

The study assumes
An

that

all settlers

are agriculturally-oriented.

agricultural settler is defined as a commercialìy-orìented individual

filed

for homestead entry or has bought an entire
quarter section or part thereof. Information relating to the year in

who has

an application

which a specific quarter section

is entered is collected from different

sources, depending on the grant type

of the quarter section.

township general registers note the grant type

of

Although

each quarter section,

details of the year of entry are provided only for the following grant
types

in the study sample; homestead, Dominion lands sale, school

military

homestead,

military bounty, North

Manitoba University and special

l,Jest tvlounted

grants, in addition to

land,

Police Force,

wood

lots.

Infor-

mation regarding the years in which Canadian Pacific Railway lands were

sold are'located

in the Canadian Pacific

Railway land sales records at

the Archives of the Glenbow-Alberta Institute in CalgâFV, and the dates

of sale of

Hudson's Bay Company lands are noted

the appropriate Land Titles' Offices.
way land sales records

Where

indicate a ìarger

in the abstract books of

the Canadian Pacific Rail-

number

of quarter sections

as

in the township genera'l
registers, the earlier year of entry of the two cases is assumed to be

being Canadian Pacific Railway land than are noted

the date of entry and the ìand grant associated with the earlier date
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is noted. The date of entry is

assumed

to refer to the first settlement

of a quarter section. This may, however, not have been the case sjnce
the township genera'l registers record only the date of entry that resulted in the issue of a patent. Earlier entries, which were subsequently cancelled, are thereby ignored, as

squatters. In

some instances

is pre-survey settiement by

the Canadian Pacific Railway land sales

of entry for the Same quarter section. In
order to be consistent with the way in which information on dates of
records reveal two dates

entry is collected from the township genera'l registers, the

of entry is regarded as the year of settlement, thereby
Canadian

assuming that

entry was cancelled. Details regarding the years in which

first

the

second date

Pacific Rai'lway,

Hudson's Bay Company and school lands

became

available for settlement are obtained from material held at the Archives

of the Glenbow-Alberta Institute,

township general

registers,

and Privy

Council Orders, respectively. A quarter section was open to settlement

followjng the approval of the survey of the township in which that
quarter section u,as located by the Surveyor General in 0ttawa. This
study assumes'land was available
Survey was approved, subject

at

any time

in the year in which its

to certain grant-specific conditions,

ì^ê-

of the month in which approval occurred. Similarly, the year
of entry refers to the year in which land was settled, irrespective of
the month of entry in that Year.
gardless

(c)

Environmentaì and Distance Information Relating

to Quarter

In addition to details relat'ing to the dispos'itjon
of

each quarter section, measures

taken

for

each parce'l

of the environment

of land analysed.

Sections

and disposal

and distance are

Township diagrams and survey-
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orsr field notes provide the source for most of the required

environmen-

tal information. The presence or absence of flow'ing surface water and
woodland in the quarter section is recorded from these documents.
Where

possib'le, data provìded by the

field notes are used in preference

to those illustrated on the township diagram, since the diagrams were
usually derived from information recorded in the surveyors' notes. The
use of these data requìres several qualifications. Since surveys were
carried out along the boundaries of quarter sections, only the

presence

of water or woodland along or visible from these lines v'Jas recorded,
that there is

so

little indication as to their possible presence in the

interjor of quarter sections. Further, the notation of woodland on the
township diagrams does not distinguish between wood or scrub. These
sources do not provide a

reliable source of information on environmental

features. Surveyorsr notes provide an inconsistent and frequently in-

of information since no standard, systematic means of
notation uras required of the surveyor. It is therefore possible that
the presence of a particular vegetation or soil type was not recorded.
Qualitative comments concerning the suitabitity of the township for agricultural and settlement purposes found in the field survey reports
accurate source

accompanying

the

field

notes provide contemporary ideas about what

qualities were regarded as conducive to settlement. Since contemporary
data relating to nineteenth-century land quaìity are not available,
present-day source

for

each quarter

is

used

section.

a

in order to calculate a land quaìity va'lue
The Canada Land Inventory

classification of

soil capability for agriculture recognises seven classes of land capabiìity, in addition to an eighth class which is not placed in the capabiìity rating. For the purpose of this study eight classes are recog-
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for the best land (class
1, Canada Land Inventory) to one for the poorest land (class 0, Canada
Land Inventory). An estimated percentage of the amount of land in each

nised and assigned values ranging from eight

soil capability class is made for each quarter section, us'ing the appropriate map sheets of the Canada Land Inventory. The land quality value
for each quarter section is obtained by multjpiying the percentage in
each class by the corresponding value and summjng the

Since the actual ìocation

line distance

of the homestead is

measures are taken from

Distances are calculated

intending to settle

unknown,

trail.

straight-

the centre of the quarter section.

to Winnipeg--the entry point for

in the area of

centre and the nearest

eight products.

immigrants

Manitoba studied, the nearest service

Following the construction

of

railway

lines, distances are measured to the nearest railway loading point also.
Information concerning the exact ìocation of centres and the year in
which they are known

to

have been

in existence are obtained from several

sources. Railway plans held at the Surveys Branch and town pìans at
the Land Titles'Offices illustrate the actual location of centres

by

quarter section. In addition, information regarding their known year

of existence is taken from censuses,
directories and nineteenth-century

secondary Sources, Henderson's

maps

held at the Provincial Archives

of l.lanitoba. The year in which a centre is first mentioned to have
been in existence is used in this study (Figure 2). A drawback to this
assumption is that the service centre may have been formed at an earl-

ier date.

No information about the population size

collected. All service centres are
and

alì

assumed

of the centres is

to provide basic functions

raiìway settlements are assumed to provide a boarding and dis-

embarking

point for sett'lers, in additjon to

some

form

of

loadìng
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facility for agricultural produce. Details relatìng to the location
and construction

of elevators established during the period

ana'lysed

are noted from Henderson's directories, secondary sources and contemporl
ary maps. These same maps further provide information regarding the

location of

trails at the scale of the quarter section.

Surveyors'

township diagrams and contemporary maps provide detai'ls about the loca-

tion of trails

and a plan

of the exact location of the Fort Ellice trail

is used. Due to the nature of the source material, only the general
locations of the trails are known. Where even the general locations
are unknown, the directions of the trai.ls are estimated (Figure
information regarding the location

of

roads

is collected

2).

No

since trails

in use until railway lines vrere constructed (Friesen, 1963-64).
Finally, the exact ìocation and construction histories of the Canadian

were

Pacific Railway

Company,

the Manitoba and North Western Rai'lway

and the Manitoba South Western Colonization Railway

Company

lines estab'lished

in the study period are obtained from railway plans and documents provided by the Surveys Branch, the Canadian Pacific Archives and the Pub-

lic

Archives

4.

Background

of

Canada as

well as from secondary

sources.

to the Sett'lement of the Study Areq

(a) Physical Environment
The study area consists

of

grasslands

with scattered

clumps of

trees which form a transition between the grasslands to the south

and

the boreal forest to the north. Watts (1960) identified this area

part of the aspen-oak grove, or parkland, of the

Canadian

West.

as

In

the northern half of the area analysed the dominant natural vegetation

is

wooded

grass'land. There

is a transition in the ratio between

grass-

4T

'land and trees from east

to west.

Grassland becomes increasing'ly

dominant towards the west and'there
number

is a correspond'ing

decìine

in the

of trees. In the east trees are ubiquitous but in the west they

in scattered groves, specifically comprising aspen and
willow. Irlixed stands of spruce and aspen are associated with the drier
sites in the southern half of the study area, south of Carberry in
Spruce Woods Forest Reserve (Figure 2). This lies west of the broadare found mainly

leaf forest

oak.

where aspen and witìow predominate

with elm, ash and burr

Spruce Woods Forest Reserve occupies 223.5 square miles

study area (Figure 2) and was Dominion land closed

of

the

to settlement during

the period anaìysed.

of the soils in the sample analysed
capab'le of sustained use for cultivated field crops such

Approximately 82 percent

are considered

as wheat (Canada Land Inventory,

1966).

The remaining 18 percent are

for the cultivation of perennial forage crops.
Thus all land in the study samp'le could be cultivated to some degree.
,Two major rivers in southern Manitoba are the l^Jhitemud and
Assiniboine Rivers. These are the principal rivers in the area ana'lysed
considered suitable

(Figure 2).

(b)

Survey and Land-Granting System

for legal occupation of the land.
Ty'ro types of survey were made in Manitoba, namely, the river long lot
system which was modelled after the survey used in Lower Canada and the
sectional system of survey which was a variant of the system used in
the United States. Three versions of the tatter system were developed
The survey was a prerequisite

for western

Canada and

the study area was surveyed us'ing only the First
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in 1871 when the township was
divided into thirty-six sections of 640 acres each. The section, bejng
one square mile, was further divided into four quarters which in turn
System. This version was approved

were subdivided

into legal subdivisions of forty acres. In between

the

for the construction of roads; under the
First System these road allowances were 99-feet (1.5 chains) wide. The
survey of the study area took place between 1871 and 1889. All quarter
sections settled by 1891 had been surveyed by 1879. 0f these,52.9
percent were surveyed in one year, 1873, and by the end of 1874 81.6
percent of the quarter sections analysed had been surveyed (Figure 3).
Under the terms of the Manitoba Act of 1870 all lands that were
ungranted or considered waste lands in l''lanitoba and the North-West
sections land was reserved

Territories were to be administered by the

government

of Canada.

There

in the administration of these Dominion lands.
One was to buitd a Pacific railway and the other was to promote rapid
settlement in the West by means of a free homestead system. The way in
which the Dominion'lands were disposed of in order to achieve these
objectives were closeìy interrelated. In return for surrendering control of the land to the Crown, the Hudson's Bay Company was entitled to
f300,000 in cash and blocks of land around its trading posts, in additìon to one-twentieth of the land in the fertile belt. The fertile
belt coincided with the parkland and adjacent tall grass prairie (Kaye
were two major objectives

and Ìrloodie, 1973) and

area bounded by Lake

the land reserved for the Company

was

within

an

of the l^Joods in the eastn the Rocky Mountains in

the west and was south of the northern branch of the Saskatchewan River

in Canada. These terms were imp'lemented in the Dominion
1872 when seven

Lands

Act of

quarter sections in each township were allotted

@
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Company,

fifth

four in section 8 and three in section 26, except for

township (tfiat

quarters

of

is,

townships

5,10,15, etc.)

where

all

every

four

secti on 26 were assigned. These were not made available

for sale until 1879.

As Loveridge (1977) noted, the Hudson's Bay

Com-

pany'land grant differed from other grants allocated under the Dominion

to the Company lrlere a payment for
services rendered, whereas other grants were intended to facilitate
lands policy

settl

awarded

ement.

The

to

in that'lands

promote

free

homestead was introduced

in

1872 as a means

of

disposal

settlement. Free homesteads were not actually "free¡'.
which were periodically revised, were required

tain "duties",

of

Cer-

home-

steaders, involving residence and cultivation requirements. In 1872 any

of a family or at least twenty-one years
of age was entitled to enter for a quarter sectjon of 160 acres. Foìlowing the payment of an entry fee of $]O.OO the entrant was required to
live on his quarter section for at least six months of each of three
person who was

either the

head

consecutive years while making improvements

to the land.

0n1y

after a

of three years, all conditions having been met, could the applicant receÍve the patent to the land. In actual fact, the period between

minimum

of entry and date of patent being granted was frequently considerabty 'longer than this. Qriginaìly, a settler could homestead any
date

Dominion'land

that had not been assigned as Hudson's Bay Company land

or designated as school land under the terms of the

of

1872, regardless

Dominion Lands Act

of whether the quarter section v',as part of an odd-

section. Sections 11 and 29 in each township were
administered by the Dominion for educational purposes. Any revenue
obtained as a resu'lt of sale or rent of school land was to be used for
or

even-numbered
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the purpose of education. School lands were reserved from sale until
the area was well-settled so that an optimum price m'ight be received for

the

Sale

of

such land was by public auction which,

commenced

in

1888, except

land.

area,

The idea

for

one sale

in

in the study

1883.

of using land to bujldtk¡e transcontinental railway

was

in the Pacific Railway Act of 1872 but it was not until 1879
that the means of building the ljne was investigated. Five parallel
belts of land were drawn up along the railway line, with the price of

contained

railway land decreasing wjth distance from the railway, ranging from
$6.00 per acre within five miles of the line to $t.OO per acre at a distance

of 110 miles. Alterations to

these prices

of July,

1879, made in

gctober, 1879, v,,ere subsequently discarded when, in 1881, the government
decided to return the project of railway construction to a private com-

pany. In the charter of the Canadian Pacific Rajlway Company the Company was granted the odd-numbered sections within a forty-eight mile
belt along the actual railway line and, where the Company did not consider the land suitable for settlement

it

could select alternative sec-

tions. In 1882 the even-numbered sections within one mile of the main
line

for reserving this
accrue to the public

were withdrawn from homestead entry. The reason

one-mile

belt from entry

was

that its value "should

to enterprising individuals" (Ì^J. Pearce, quoted in Tyman, 1972,
p. 23), but it was opened to homesteading again in January, 1884.

and not

Unreserved Dominion land sales v,,ere a

in the study area passed rapidly
These were in addition to such grants
land

further means by which

from the Crown to the settler'
as those awarded to the North

West

Police Force. and those disposed of as military homesteads, military bounty, Manitoba University and special grants, and wood lots'

Mounted
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to illustrate rryhat the pattern of dispositions might
have been like in a hypothetical tor,rnship in 1881. The many variations
of land disposition prevented this pattern from being achieved in realFigure 4 serves

i

tv.

(c)

ltli

grati on to

Mani toba

Migration to western Canada began in the 1870s principally from

¡ntario, but increasingly from the British Isles, Europe and the United
States. In 1872,1.,400 inmigrants were reported to have entered Manitoba. By 1891 the number had jncreased more than ten-fold to 15,180,
although

it is possible that some of these immigrants ultimately

in the North-West Temitories.

During approximately the same period,

between 1871 and 1891, Manitoba experienced a

crease from 25,228

in

1871

to

settled

152,506

six-fold popu'lation in-

in 1891. The location

decision-

of agricultura'l settlers in the late nineteenth century
is likeìy to have involved the making of a large number of decisions.
The initial decision is likely to have related to the selection of a

making process

for settlement, with subsequent decisions relating to
an increasing'ly specific location. Decisions may have included those
relating to the selection of a country in rvhich to locate--Canada or

genera'l location

the United States, a general region vlithin that country, a general

area

in the region selected and, subsequent'ly, a specific location, namely
a quarter section,'in that area. Additional decis'ions are ìikely to
have been made relating to the selection of a particular mode of transport to reach the chosen location.
ment

in a particular

province

of

Initial

information regarding settle-

Canada may have been

personal communication with earlÍer settlers

obtained from

of the area considered,
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Iiterature pertaining to the region or
and colonisation agencies.

would have been subjected

conrnunication

with

immigrat'ion

Settlers arriving from the United States

to

tues of 'locating on American

American propaganda

soil.

setting out the vir-

However, fol.lowing the comp'letion

of the raiìway line.from St. Vincent, opposite Ernerson, to St. Boniface
in 1878, it is likely that fewer intending immigrants were diverted to
settle south of the international border. Registration for land took
place either at the main Dominion Lands Office in Winnipeg or at a
branch

office,

for settlement.

depending on the area selected

(1963-64) indicated

that a prospective

Friesen

homesteader was advised

tact a'land guide at the Dominion Lands 0ffice

who would

help

to

con-

him

locate the vacant land and give information regarding its environmental

qua'lities. During

1890, 272 individuals were registered

at the Domin-

ion Government Land Guide Service in Winnipeg. 0f these, 226 were
guided by the ten registered land guides, whereas the remain'ing
claimed
had

to

have been guided by

friends.

Once
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the prospective settler

arrived in the region of his choice, he had to decide on a satisfac-

tory location,

based on a consideration

of the existing situation.

This included distance considerations, as well as those relating to
aspects

of land qua'lity, institutional

not knovrn

ment.

how many new

and

settlers actually

The surveyors' reports on

individual factors.

saw

It

is

their land prior to sett'le-

the tov¡nships surveyed had the objec-

tive of "furnishing such details as may enab'le the prospective emigrant
to choose judicious'ly the locality in which to settle" and to "form an
of the expectations which he may reasonably entertain" (Department
of the Interjor, quoted in Tyman, !972, p. 17). Surveyors reporting on
the townships in the study area not only indicated the variat'ions in
idea
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the nature of the terrain, details of vegetation and soil type and the
presence and

quaìity of water, but also the suitability of the town-

ships for agriculture and sett'lement. Thus, one surveyor presented
comparison

with 0ntario (Township 10 Range 10, west of the Principal

Meridian) and others suggested the suitability of the

grain, for

ian.

a

exampìe

These

in

Township 12 Range 15, west

soil for raising

of the Principal Merid-

reports were published periodically and together with town-

ship diagrams were available to prospective

settlers. However, the

extent to which this information was made available to the general pub-

lic

has been queried (Tyman, 1972).

(d)

Degree

of Agricultural Commercialisation

in comparable pioneer economies (Higgs,
1969; Mitchell, 1972; Norton and Conkling, 1974) it is justifiable to
argue that the agricu'ltural settler arriving in Manitoba aimed to participate in co¡nmercial agricultural activities from the beginning of
settlement. It might be expected, however, that in an area experiencing first settlement there will be an initia'l period of subsistence
agriculture. Mitchell (1972) found this to be the case in the ShenanBased on ana'lyses made

doah Valìey

of Virginia. Mitchell (1972, p. 475) further

economic development involved

through progressive degrees

a graduaì change "from

proposed that

initial

subsistence

of commercialization." A study of agricuìof Toronto in the mid-nineteenth

tural land use in

an area north

tury

that pioneer settlers located outside the area of

demonstrated

commercial production indulged

in incipient

(Norton and Conkling, 1974). This
economy where

commercial

activities

is typical of a rapidly

settlers aim to eventually enter the

cen-

expanding

commercial economy
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as improved communications reduce the isolation of areas more remote
from maior markets.
western

simi'larìy, in a study of earìy settlement in

the

prairie region of the United States, Higgs (1969) found that

settlement was mostly by people who wished to produce cash crops for

export outside the region. Morton (tggg) indicated that, even prior

to rai lway constructi
oriented.

,

's agri cul ture was i n part conunerci a'l ly-

I'lani toba

fact that. at least

The

1867 onwards

on

some

grain was being exported from

(l'lorton, 1967) indicates that some, if not

earìy settlers

v,Jere

all, of the

commercialìy-orÍented farmers, a situation which

presumably enhanced by the

arrival of the railway.

was

The railway provided

of transport for settlers migrating to the region and was also
of economic importance in providing a means for shipping the staple out
of the region.
a means

(e)

Communi

cations

Until the construction of raiìways

movement was

along

trails.

settlers heading towards the study area from winnipeg, the main entry
point for settlers going to this region, are likely to have followed
either the northern branch of the

trail,
Yeìlow Quitl trail
Fort Ellice

Saskatchewan

trail--also

the southern branch of the Saskatchewan
(Figure

2).

The

first

known

as the

trail or the

railway line to be constructed

across the area was the Canadian Pacific Railway main line which reached
Brandon

in 1881 (Figure 2).

The

following information concerning the

construction history of the [lanitoba and North western Raiìway, as
became known

in

it

1883, was obtained from the Canadian Pacific Archives

in l'lontreal. In

1BB0

the government of lrlanitoba incorporated the l,'lest-

bourne and North western Railway company

to construct a railway ìine

5i
from a point on the Canadian Pacific Raiìway main

line near Poplar

Point in a northr'resterly direction, east of Riding Mountain, to the
northern or western boundary of the province. In 1882 the
company was changed
Company and

to Portage, Westbourne

at the end of June, 1882, it

name

of

the

and North l^lestern Ra'ilway

was reported

that fift.y miles

of the railway had been comp'leted. This would have been from Portagela-Prairie to a point aoproximately fifteen miles west of Gladstone
(Figure

2).

to ltlanitoba

By the fo'lìowing year

the rai'lway's

and North Western Raiìway Company

had been completed

of

name had been changed

Canada and

the line

to Minnedosa, west of the study area. In addition,

by 1886 rails had been ìaid to Glenboro by the Manitoba South

Western

Colonization Railway Company, thus serving the southern townships of

the study area (Letourneau, 1974) (Figure
was

to populate

2).

The purpose

and develop southern Manitoba and

to

of this line

connect

it

with

of the Canadian Pacific Railway. From June 1., 1884,
this line was leased to the Canadian Pacific Railwav and by 1891 the
line had been extended to l4enteith, outside the study area, so that by
the

Pembina branch

the end of the period analysed the study area was traversed by three
major east-west railway lines (Figure 2).

(f)

Service Centres
Onìy four service centres existed

in the study area prior to

the construction of the railways but, as construction proceeded, settlements emerged

at regu'lar intervals along the lines (Figure 2).

addition to providing basic goods and services, most of these

In

soon

included grain loading and unloading facilities in the form of flat
warehouses

or elevators. In

1884

a newspaper report stated that

"where
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settlements are small and the grain crops as yet inconsiderable a
warehouse

at the nearest station

can do the work, but we

flat

certainly

hold

to the principle that as soon as the quantity harvested wilt admit of
it an elevator shouìd be erected at every rai'lway station" (Nor-West
Farmer, 1884). The number of elevators that were erected at stations

in the study area during the 1880s demonstrates the increasingly.commercial consciousness of the agricultural community. By 1891, for example, Austin had seven elevators, Neepawa had four and Cypress River
had three.

5. Prairie Settìement Studies
of prairie settlement studies is presented in this
section in order to illustrate the diversity of approaches adopted in
A selection

western Canada pioneer settlement research. Attention

is focused, in

particular, on the scale of the analyses, the extent to which an explanation of settlement location decîsions is attempted and the factors
which have influenced the settlement

(a)

of western

Canada.

Scale and Subject Matter
Studies

of early agricultural settlement

on the Prairies have

at a variety of scaìes, ranging from a few townships (Dick, 1980;
Loveridge, 1977) to the provincial or subprovincial scale (Richtik,

been

1971; Weir, 1964) and regional scale (l'lorton, 1938;

planation

of

settlement evolution has been large'ly

Norrie, 1975).

inferential.

Ex-

Fre-

quently the settlement process has been inferred from observed settlement

forms. This has been achieved by re'lating the change in

the

patterns to specific variables. Descriptive chronological accounts of
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settlement distributions, sometjmes employing quantitative measures,
have dominated
Canadian

the ljterature on the agricu'ltural settlement of the

prairies.

In addition to being influenced by exogenous situations, a form
resulting from a specific process should be regarded as the outcome of
the interaction of variables

endogenous

to the study area.

Endogenous

variables are characteristically loca'1, such as specific environmental,

accessibiìity and social variables,

whereas exogenous considerations may

incìude institutional constraints and factors relating to the prevail-

ing economic situation and level of agricultural technology. Warkentin

of the environment, transportation,
immigration policy, agricultura'l technology and aspirations of the settlers in his study of western Canadian settlement. In his study, Warken(1963-64) examined the interpìay

tin

(1963-64) reconstructed western Canada for one year

than ìook

at

change through

focused on a variety

time.

of varíables

the evolution of settlement forms

(b)

Variables

only, 1886, rather

Nonetheless, l^larkentin (1963-64)

which were undoubtedìy

influential in

in the West.

in the Process

Most authors have focused

their studies on variables assumed to

in the settler's decision-making process. These variables have been measures of distance, environmenta'ln institutional and
individual factors. Work by Morton (1951), for example, has emphasised
the significance of site in the settlement of the West.
be determinants

(i) Institutional
Two

and environmental variables

institutional constraints in the settlement process

recognised as being the timing

are

of the survey (Weir, 1960-61.) and the
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land-grantìng system. Environmental variables which are thought to
have influenced the
concerned

with the

distribution of agricuìturaì settlement are

of water, the type of vegetation in

presence

those

the

quarter section and the quality of the land for agricultural purposes.

tlleir (t964) asserted that the presence of water for drinking
was regarded as high on
and

that its

the list of priorities for the intending settìer

presence had some

western Manitoba. Based on

that the

first

purposes

effect in guiding settlement in south-

his research in this area l,leir (1964) found

homesteads were

located a'long the banks of streams or in

the proximity of springs. This accords with similar findings
Murchie (1936) and Morton

made by

(1967). Loveridge (1977), in his study of

the

of Sifton in southwestern Manitoba,
made no reference to water being of considerable importance to the
nine-township rural municipality

early settlers, although'it undoubtedly must have been. Rather'
demonstrated
possessi ng

argued

he

that the first settlers occupied the quarter sections

the best

qual i

ty l and for agri cu1 tura'l purposes. I^lei r

that the concept of

good

agricultural land implied the

(1964)

presence

of woodland and water and did not refer to the suitabiìity of the land
for grain growingn although he stated that southwestern Manitoba became
a cash orain producing area almost immediate'ly upon settlement.
The presence

fuel

was

of

of particular

wood as both

importance

a building material and source of

to the earliest settlers.

Both

Richtik (1971) and l¡Jeir (1964) found this to be an important consideration in the settler's decision to locate in a particular quarter section

in a study of the fuels used by North Dakota pioneer settlers, it
was found that "any forested area, no matter how small, was of importance to the p'ioneer settlers" (Hudson. 1978, p' 4)' Settlers preferred
and,
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a combjnation of woodland and prairie but by about 1878 they were less
concerned

to

occupy wooded areas

(Richtik, 1971). Until this

time

prairie land had been regarded as unfavourable to settlement because it
was timberless. This is in contrast with the results of a study in a

in southeastern Minnesota (Johnson, 1957) which
showed that 49.2 percent of first claims made between January 1 and
0ctober 29, 1855, were for quarter sections possessing open prairie land
in preference to those with oak woodland.
comparable period

(ii)

Measures

of

distance

Railway construction, the proiection

of a route or

even the

of rai'lway construction resulted in settlement of previously
settled areas as the realised or anticipated accessibility of land
rumour

resulted. Richtik (1971, p. 287) regarded the construction of
Canadian

un-

the

Pacific Raiìway as an "institutional" factor affecting settle-

ment, presumab'ly since the idea

government.

It

provided access

Mackintosh (1934),

writing about the early twentieth century, stated

that proximity to real

to the settler

of its construction u,as initiated by the
to market for agricultural produce.

and projected railways was

and found

locate along projected

of prime importance

that settlers tended to follow the rai'lway or

lines.

Loveridge (1977) noted that the rural

municipality of Sifton was opened to settlernent after the Canadian Paci-

fic

Railway main

more

line

reached the area

in 1881, thereby making the area

attractive for settlement relative to areas wìthout a rai'lway.
Prior to railway construction settlement took place in

vicinity of trails

the

which provided greater accessibility (Friesen, 1963-

64; Morton, 1938; Weir, 1964). Morton (1938) argued that these agri-
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cultural enterprises
isolation

u,ere

of a subsistence nature since,

due

to their

and long distance from market, commercial wheat farming

was

not a viable proposition. Loveridge (t977, p. 153), however, suggested

the "immediate importance of wheat in the local
some wheat was

(1971,

p.

economy" and

being exported from the province (Morton

123) further.stated

apparently planned

to

by

1876

, 1967). Richtik

that in Manitoba "most of the new settlers

grow wheat" which

indicates the ear'ly

commercial

orientation of the settlers, since wheat cannot be regarded as a
sistence

crop.

The

arrival of the railway

removed

sub-

the adverse influence

of distance from market by making transport easier and quicker. Richtik
(1971) suogested that distance to Winnipeg v'ras a consideration in the
settler's
was

decision-making

process. In Sifton distance to supp'ly centres

not regarded as an important factor to be considered (Loveridge,

te77).

(iii)
tor

of earlier settlers
According to Richtik (1971), the most important locational fac-

Presence

was the proximity

tives.

He suggested

of other settlers, preferably friends

that this

was a

far

and

rela-

more important consideration

in the settler's locational choice than the environmental qualities of
the land. Lands with either open prairie or woodland, Richtik (1971)
argued, lvere found

to

be much less popular than those

with a mixture,

but were occupied by settlers who attached more importance to prox'imity

to other settlers than to physical site characteristics. Richtik
(1971), however, did not determine the importance of this variable in
relation to other variables in the settlement process of
Loveridge (1977) also, argued

Manitoba.

that, in Sifton, the presence of friends
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and family was an important

locational consideration.

It is difficult

validity of this opinion from the limited amount of
information availab]e, howevern and the danger of inference is apparent.
Further, and more significantly, this argument is in marked contrast to

to

demonstrate the

another suggestion (Hudson, 1969,

p.

370) made relating

settlement in North America which stated that

that

new settlement would be somewhat

ment, under conditions
size.

(iv)

it

to pioneer

"likely
repelled by the earlier settlewould seem

of contiguous landholdings of

approximately equa]

"

Economic development
l^lhereas most authors have

inferred the significance of specific

variables in the settlement process from settlement distributions,
have examined the
ment

some

rate of settlement of the Prairies by relating settle-

to influences external to the study area, such as those resu'lting

from economic development. Thus both Stabler (1973) and Norrie (fgZS;
L979) related settlement

to the prevailing level of agricultural techCanadian settlement as

part of the agri-

cultural expansion of North America which could only

proceed when dry-

nology. Norrie (tgZS) viewed

farming techniques had developed to make the occupation

of the semi-

arid lands a feasible proposition. Lehr (1978) criticised Stabler's
(1973) and Norrie's (1975) work for assuming agricultural settlers intended entering commercial grain farming, arguing

that ethnic

groups

this type of enterprise. It is probable,
although not explicitly stated, that their analyses focused on indivi-

were not oriented towards

dual rather than group settlement.
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(c)

Methodological Approaches
Aìthough focusing on measures

of distance

and environmental

variables, none of the forementioned studies referred to the rural
settlement theories that have been available since 1960. In addition,

of prairie settlement have attempted to exp'lain the process of agricultural settlement with the aid of quantitative technifew studies

ques.

They have

largely

been

analysed settlement evolution

descriptive accounts. No studies

have

at the prai.rie regional scale or a sub-

provincial scale using trend surface analysis or simulation.

One

recent study by Dick (1980), however, did attempt to ana'lyse land

acquisition using a quant'itative approach. Based on work by
(1971) Dick (1930) used multiple regression analysis
settìement

in the Abernethy District of

in his

Conzen

study of

Saskatchewan. Dick (1980)

identified the prìncipal variables influencing land selection asfollows;

soiì quaìity, accessibility to wood and water, and proximity to grain
handling facilities and supp'ly centres. The selection of these variables was based on information derived from contemporary literature
and more recent secondary

sources. Results of the study indicated that

of the variation among years of entry was
expìained by variables based on distance to railway and that the other
variables explained onìy m'inor parts of the remainder of the variabilapproximately 60 percent

i

tv.

Little

use has been made of a counterfactual approach

to

the

of prairie settlement. While not using counterfactuals to expìicitly test the importance of variables in the settlement process,
Norrie (1979).did make several counterfactual statements in assessing
study

the influence of the national poìicy on western settlement. Norrie
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(1979,

p. 65) proposed that the national policy

had

little

impact

on

the timing of settlement and argued counterfactually that "settlement
could not have proceeded any ear'lier than

it

did whatever promotional

efforts the government might have made. Equally, it would have occurred
when

it did regardìess of the national policy."

that settlement up to

1895 was

Norrie (tgZg)

suggested

limited as a result of the slow diffu-

sion rate of agricultural technological developments. Following the

diffusion of dry-farming techniques, however, settlement was rapid.
Norrie (t979, p. 73) further suggested that
why

it is easier to understand

the land disposition system may not have "led to a social'ly effici-

ent allocation of resources" by considering the consequences of a hypo-

thetical alternative that

assumed

all

government land was periodical]y

put up for auction.
A'lthough Tyman (1972)

built,

what he termed, a model

of

the

praìrie settlement process, its formulation is unlike the one proposed

in this study. Tyman (1972) argued that, rather than focus on the
variety of possible patterns which might have resulted in the real
world, it is necessary to focus upon controls and influences on settlement in the pioneer situation, thereby examining actual physical and
cultura'l conditions in order to develop a settlement model. Tyman's
model is a static formulation and cannot be operationalised. It is
derived from empirical observation and, using the terminology of this
study, would be termed a"form" rather than a "process", since

typically the outcome of

some

process. Its

purpose

it is

is to act as a

generalisation of settlement in western Manitoba against which realworld patterns might be measured.
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trlost studies

of western

Canadian

agricultural settlement have

of a descriptive nature, infeming the variables responsible for
change in sett'lement patterns through time by means of static form
been

ana'lysis.

The formulation

of

an appropriate process, however,

faciìi-

tates the explanation of spatial form change through time thus elimin'
ating the inference problem.

-

CHAPTER IV

RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS OF THE AGRICULTURAL SETTLEMENT
PROCESS AND FORM

This chapter presents a model of the agricultural settlement
process

for

southern Manitoba between 1872 and 1891, together

with

the

results of the anaìysis of the process and related settlement forms.
An interpretation

of the results is

presented

in

Chapter V and the

is assessed. This chapter is divided into four sections
as fojlows. First, the settlement process-model is formulated. Second,
the method of analysis is outlined. Third, a descriptive analysis is
presented. Fourth, a stepwise multiple regression ana'lysis is performed
in order to isolate the principaì variables and determine their interprocess-modeì

acti on.

1.

of the Process
The decision to locate in a specific quarter section of southern
Manitoba v'Jas a response to several variables. Specifically, these include accessibility, attractiveness of the land for agriculture, the
presence of water and woodland and personal factors. Theoretical conFormulation

siderations and empirica'l studies have suggested that the selection of
a quarter section for settlement was based on the relative attractiveness

of the land in

terms

of these variables.
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Settlement was subject to
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two institutional constraints, nameìy the timing

tion restrictions
assumed

imposed by

of the survey and loca-

the land-granting system. Since

it

is

that the attractiveness of a quarter section for settlement is

a function of specific variables based on measures of distance and the
environment, a model

of the location

process

porates these variables. Date of entry

of

is

is formu'lated which incor-

thus assumed to be a function

seven variables as follows:

Variable

1.

A measure

of land qua'lity of the quarter section.

Variable

2.

A measure

of the presence or

water
Variable

3.

absence

of flowing

surface

in the quarter section.

A measure

of the presence or absence of woodland in

the

quarter section.
Variable

4.

The distance between the quarter section and the entry

point,
Variable

5.

t^linnipeg.

The distance between the quarter section and the nearest

service centre
Variable 6.

The distance between the quarter section and the nearest

trai I .
Variable

7.

The distance between the quarter section and the nearest

rai'lway loading point.

in southern Manitoba changed between 1872 and 1891
and, in order to take account of these changes, modifications in the
Conditions
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is achieved by dividing the process into four five-year periods and analysing settlement in 1876, 1881,
settlement process are required. This

1886 and

1891. The relative importance of the variables

changes through

in the early 1870s was the presence of water and woodland
considered essential in the settler's location decision-makÍng process

time.

Qnly

(Richtik, 1971). By 1878 settlers

had become less concerned

1and, showing an increasing tendency

prairie

and woodland

with

wood-

to select land possessing both open

(Richtik, 1971). After 1881, however,

open

prairie

without woodland was preferred (Weir, 1964). In order to take account

of the changing value pìaced on the

presence

of these environmental

variables, they are incorporated in the process only until 1881. Simi-

larly,

as new service centres emerged and raiìway ììnes were constructed,

the attractiveness of each quarter section changes. The variabìes pos-

tulated to be operatìng in each stage of the process are as follows:

to 1876
1877 to 1881
1882 to 1886
1887 to 1891
1872

2.

Method

3,

4, 5 in

1876, 6.

Vari abl es 1, 21 3,

4, 5 in

1881,

Vari abl es 1,

2,

Vari abl es

1, 4,

5

Vari abl es

L, 4,

5

6, 7 in

1881.

in 1886, 6, 7 in 1886.
in 1891, 6" 7 in 1891.

of Analysis
r

of the agricultural settlement process and of related forms is presented in sections 3 and 4 of this chapter. In section 3 the focus is on the effect of individual variables in order to
The analysis

assess

their impact.

The 461 quarter sections entered between 1872 and

1891 are anaìysed using

descriptive statistics in order to test the

hypotheses incorporated

in the model. Verification of a hypothesis in-
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dicates that the individual variable being considered may have contri-

to the settler's location decision-making process. In section 4
the process is analysed by testing the combined effect of the variables
buted

of entry of the 461 quarter sections. Stepwise multiple
regression is an appropriate technique for testjng the relative importance of the variables in the model. A functional relationship is postulated between the variables incorporated in the settlement process and
the date of entry of quarter sections. Using date of entry as the

on the date

dependent

variable, the influence of the

independent variables on the

variation in the date of entry can be assessed from the regressìon.
Stepwise

multiple regression involves the addition of one independent

variable at a time, so that at each step a revised regression equation

is

computed. The

equation

is

first

independent variable

to be entered into

the

the one which has the highest simple correlation with the

variable. At this stage partial correlation coefficients, r
values, are calculated between the date of entry and the independent
variables not included in the equation. These indicate the amount of
unexplained variation in the dependent variable accounted for by the

dependent

first regression. At the
next step the variable with the highest partiaì r value is entered into
the equation and revised partial r values are computed for those indeindependent variables

pendent variables

not inc'luded in the

not included in the regression equation which now com-

prises two independent variables. At each step revised partial
are obtained and the variable with the hÍghest value

is

r

values

selected for

entry as the next independent variable in the equation. This stepwise
procedure

is

continued

into the equation.

until all

independent variables have been entered
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3.

Descriptive Analysis

(a)

Survey

In

of the Study Area
1871

the fi rst survey of the study area was begun by survey-

ors from 0ntario. Although the survey was not complete by 1879, the
quarter sections analysed had been surveyed by this date (Figure 3).
Sections 1

to

1873 although

pleted

27

of

Township 13 Range 10,

for

examp'le, were surveyed in

the survey of the remainder of the township was not

until 1889.

tions ana'lysed had
Settlement

By the end

of 1874,81.6

percent

com-

of the quarter sec-

been surveyed.

of the land was not lega'lly permitted until the sur-

vey had been approved by the Surveyor Generaì

in Ottawa. Usuaìly

in the same year as the first survey v'ras completed
or in the following year but in some cases, for examp'le, Township L2
Range 1.3, the survey was onìy approved after a series of surveys had
approval was granted

been made.

(b) Availability and Entry of the
Aìthough the approval

occupation, not

all

Land

of the survey made land available for

quarter sections were available upon approvaì since

several additional constraints influenced actual settlement. Thus,
Hudson's Bay Company and school lands remained closed

untiì

1879 and 1BBB, respectively, and Canadian

similarly cou'ld not be purchased until 1881.

to settlement

Pacific Railway

Occupation by

ìand

earlier

settlers likewÍse precluded settlement.
The

first

land was open

two settlers arrived

in 1872, the first

year in which

to settlement, and entered the northwest quarter of

sec-

tion 10 Township 14 Range 10 and the northlvest quarter of section 22

.66
Township 13 Range

5). It

(Figure

11.

By 1876, tweìve settlers had ìocated

in the area

might be expected that setilement would have taken

in the same time-period in which quarter sections were
made available or in the next time-period. An examination of Figures S
place either

and 6 does

not support this postulation. Onìy 461 of the sample

1000

quarter sections were entered between 1872 and 1891, indicating that
over 50 percent of the sample quarter sections urere entered after 1g91.

0f the 46L sampìe units

anaìysed, only 39 (g.s percent) were entered in

the five-year period in which they were

made

available for setilement

in fact' 231 (50.1 percent) were entered more than five years after
becoming available. Figure 5 does not reveal any pattern of setilement
for individual five-year periods or of settlement spread between 1g72
and,

and 1891. No location preference

physiographic features

in relation to specific

landscape or

is apparent.

Table L summarises the number of quarter sections that

were

available for settlement and entered between lB72 and 1891. l4igration

to the study area for

any one five-year period was greatest between

1877 and 1881, when 160
1878 was

(Figure

settlers entered land. l,lithin this

the year in which most farmers, nameìy

7).

Figure 7 indicates that

1Bg2 was

same period

fifty-two, arrived

the year in which most

settlers in the sampìe analysed entered land. Eighty-one individuals
made land claims in this year.
Since climatic conditions and naturaì hazards such as.pests

affect crop production, their variability may have influenced the number
of settlers arriving in any one year. Morton (tgsg) suggested that, in
addition to the generaì commercial depression of 1g76, the p'lague of
grasshoppers

that destroyed the crops in 1873, rB74 and 1875 formed

an
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TABLE

1

AVAILABILITY AND ENTRY 0F QUARTER SECTIoNS, 1872-1891

Number ltlade

Available for

Percentage

of Total

Number

Available
Entry

for

Percentage

of Total

Time Period

Entry

rB72-t876

311

67

.5

311

67

1877- 1881

L44

3t.2

443

96.

1882- 1886

I

0.2

1BB7- 1891

5

1.1

46L

100.0

Total

Number

Entered

Percentage

of Total

12

2.6

1

160

34.7

284

61.6

t49

32.3

140

30. 4

140

30.4

461

100.0

.5
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to the settlement of the area in subsequent years. This may
suggest a possible cause for the arrival of on'ly six individua'ls between
impediment

1874 and

1876. However, in

1877

alone, fifteen farmers entered land

thus indicating a reversal of this

trend. No relationship between the

of individuals settling in the area and years of general drought
is apparent. The number of settlers entering ìand in 1BB4 and 1887, the
years following the general droughts of 1883 and 1886, is not markedly
different from the number entering in any other years between 1883 and
number

1887 (Figure

7).

Friesen (1963-64) suggested that between 1882 and 1887

to the effects of cofirnercial depression and extreme conditions of frost and drought. This is only
borne out in part by the results of this study where the average number

movement

to Manitoba

of settlers amiving
namely

was

limited

due

by year between 1883 and

sixteen. This contrasts markedly,

1BB7

howevero

was indeed ìow,

with the eighty-one

settlers arriving in 1882,'a boom year for settlement in western Mani-

in fact, 160 quarter sections (34.7 percent) were entered in the area. This tendency does not
accord with tleir's (1.964, p. 65) findings in southwestern l4anitoba which
indicated that there was a "sudden influx" of settlers between 1880 and
toba (Tyman, 1972). Between 1882 and 1887,

1891.

(c)
(i)

Testing of the Hypotheses
Settlement

in relation to grant type

The 461 quarter sections ana'lysed were assigned

ferent types of grant (Tabìe 2).

Homestead, Dominion

to eleven dif-

sale and

Canadian

Pacific Railway'lands together account for 94.9 percent of the land
occupied by 1891. Their

distribution in the study area is illustrated

TABLE 2

AVAILABILITy AND ENTRY 0F

tB77-81

1872-76

Di spos i

ti

on

No. A* No.

QUARTER SECTIONS

E**

A

No.

1882-86

No.

Homestead

195

205

97

Dominion Lands Saie

108

114

46

105

t2

11

1

Canadian
Rai'lway

Pacific

Hudson's Bay Company
School Land Sale

Military Homestead
l'li I i tary Bounty Grant
North-l,lest Mounted
Pol

ice

Force

Manitoba University
Grant

Special Grant
Wood Lot

Total

2

2

BY DISPoSITI0N, 1872-1891

E

No.

A

No.

108
68
93
104
11
22

1872-9I
Percen-

1887-91

E

54

48
40

No.

A

56
20
53
66
33

tage of

No.

E

No. E+ Total

56

2L6

46.9

20

116

25.2

53

105

22.8

11

1

2.4
0.9
0.4
0.2

4
2

1

2

2

2

0.4

1

2

2

0.4

1

1

1

I

1

1
J.

1

1

0.2
'0.2

461

100.0

311

L2

443

160

284

149

*No. A=NumberAvailable; **No. f=NumberEntered¡ tNo. E = No. A.

140

140

\¡
f\)
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in Figure 8.

The greatest settlement

in the area occurred between 1877

and 1881, when 155 of the 424 available quarter sections

of these three
dispositions were settled. This comprises 35.5 percent of all the land
of these three grant types and accounts for 33.6 percent of the total
number of entries analysed. This information is presented in Figure 9.
The largest number of both homestead and sale entries occurring between
1872 and 1891 was in this same five-year period, namely in 1878, v,lhen
fifty of these quarter sections were settled. In the following year
forty-one individuals

made homestead and

sale entries, thereby forming

the second'largest entry for these two grant types in a sing'le year.
I'lackintosh (1935) found that
number

of

homestead

year, 1879.
gard

in the Prairies

entries between 1,877 and

The occupation

as a whole the'largest
1881

of the study area,

also occurred in this

when analysed

to these two grant types, therefore bears close

with re-

resemblance to

conditions prevailing elsewhere in the wider area of the Prairies at

this time. The ìargest number of settlers arriving in the study area
in any one year between 1872 and 1891 was in 1882 (Figure 7). Mackintosh (1935) found that most homestead and sale entries in the prairie
provinces made during

the

same observation

homestead and

this period were in

Martin (1938)

made

for Manitoba. In this year 17.2 percent of all

sale lands entered between 1872 and 1891 were taken

The corresponding value

largest

1882 and

number

for the study

of quarter sections

area

is

assigned

up.

22.2 percent. The second

to these two grant

types

that were entered in any one year also occurred in 1882. In addition,
the largest number of quarter sections of any one grant type settled in
a single year also occumed

in 1882, when thirty-one

Raiìway quarter sections were

Canadian

Pacific

sett'led. This may reflect a response to

74
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the fact that Canadian Pacific Railway quarter sections on'ly
avai'lable

for settlement in

became

1881

of land grant of a quarter
section lvas not an important criterion in the agricultural settler's
choice of land, other than in its cost of acquisition. The availabilLoveridge (1977) stated that the type

ity of quarter sections,

settler's location choice
and, since the lands of certain grant types were closed to settlement
for some time between 1872 and 1891, the disposition of the quarter sechowever, influenced a

tion being considered for settlement wi'll
choice

to

some

extent. Thus, Hudson's Bay Company lands were not made

available for settlement
were

have influenced settlement

not for sale until

in 1883, school

until

1BB1

IB7g, Canadian Pacific Railway lands

and, although one quarter section was sold

lands were not genera'lly

pub'lic auction policy was instituted

for sale in this

area

until a

in 1888. Therefore, given this

constraint imposed on land availability,

it

might be expected that land

of a specific disposition be settled earlier relative to other grant

types. A hypothesis is formulated to test the effect of grant type on
date of entry as follows:
HYPOTHESIS

(VII):

Free homestead lands are settled before

lands of other dispositions.

In order to test this hypothesis it is necessary to
mean

year of entry of quarter sections of each grant

tion having the earliest
settled

first.

mean

entry year

is

type.

examine the

The disposi-

regarded as having

The mean, mode, median and standard

been

deviation are cal-

culated for each type of disposition by year of entry (Tab'le

3).

The

TABLE 3
MEAN, MODAL AND I4EDIAN YEAR OF ENTRY OF QUARTER SECTIONS BY DISPOSITION, 1872-1891

Number of
Quarter Sections

Ì4ean

Standard

Year

Devi

Homestead

2t6

1BB2

Dominion Lands Sale

116

Di spos i

ti

Canadian

on

Pacific

Rai'lway

Modal

Medi an

Year

Year

4.67

1878

1882

1882

3.97

1882

1882

105

1885

3. 56

1882

1887

11

1886

3. 64

ati

on

1882

Hudson's Bay

Company

188B

1888

1890

School Land Sale
Mi'li tary Homestead
Military Bounty Grant
North-West Mounted Police Force
Manitoba University Grant

4

1886

2.50

1B8B

1B88

2

1876

0.00

1BB6

1886

1

t874

0.00

t874

1874

2

1878

1878

1878

2

1B89

1889

1889

Special Grant

I

1879

0.00
0.00
0.00

1879

LB79

Wood Lot

1

1881

0.00

1881

1881

46t

1883

4.48

1882

1882

All

Types

!
\l
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mean

year of entry

for the samp'le studied is

1883 although, when con-

it is shown that
the mean year of entry of both homestead and sale'lands is 1882. Since
the mean year of these two dispositions is the same, fur"ther ana'lysis
is required in order to determine the disposition of the land that was
consistently entered first. An examination of the modal year of entry
sidering only the two largest disposition categories,

reveals that the largest number of homestead lands were settled
whereas the modal year

for sale lands is

in LB7B,

1882, thereby indicating that

homestead lands were entered before lands

of other dispositions.

ther, 4.2 percent of

settled

homestead lands were

and 44.9 percent between 1877 and 1881,

Fur-

between 1872 and 1876

in contrast to 1.7 percent

and

for saìe lands in the corresponding time periods. The
results therefore offer support for Hypothesis (vII) since the early
settlers 'locating in the study area settled free homestead lands before
lands of other dispositions. ldhile perhaps not direcily influencing
the selection of a quarter section in reìation to other economic con39.7 percent

siderations, the nature of the disposition influenced settlement in
southern Manitoba during the early years

of settlement, since "free,,

lands were settled earlier than lands that had to be purchased.

(ii)

Settlement

in relation to distance to the entry point,

winnipeg

Rural settlement theory indicates that land near the point of

entry

is settled earlier

than that

at a greater distance

(Hudson, 1969).

Richtik (1971) proposed distance to l^linnipeg to be a consideration in
the location decision-making process of settlers in Manitoba.

thesis (IV)

is designed to test this

Hypo-

proposition by anaìysing the dis-

tribution of quarter sections settled

by year

of entry in relation to

79

their distance to l,Jinnipeg,

the

entry point for migrants to the area of

southern Manitoba analysed.

HYP0THESTS ( IV):

Date

of entry is related to distance to

the

entry point, with those parcels of land
nearer the entry point being settled before
those at a greater distance.

The number of quarter sections availabìe and entered

period

is

shown

in

Tabte

4.

71..8 and 115.8 miìps from

in each five-year

The quarter sections analysed were between

the centre of Winnipeg. l'lore than 31 percent

of settlers entering land between 1872 and 1891 located on land at a
distance of between 70 and 85 miles from the entry point and more than
62 percent between 70 and 100 miles. Table 4 reveals, however, that
early arrivals did not

all

locate on the closest available land to

Win-

nipeg. In the period between 1872 and 1876 twenty-six quartetr sections
were made available for settìement at a distance of between 70 and 75
miles from the entry point. 0n1y one of the twelve settlers (8.3 percent) entering in this period located in one of the nearest available
quarter sections, with a further seven (58.3 percent) selecting ìand at
a distance of between 75 and 85 miles from Winnipeg. These eight set-

their choice from approximately 35 percent of the available
land. Similarly, between 1877 and 1881, 36.6 percent of the availab'le

tlers

made

land was between 70 and 90 mi'les from Winnipeg and could have acconrnodated the 160 settlers locating

in this period.

Only 45 (28.1 percent),

at this distance. Seventy-five (46.9 percent) of
the new arrivals opted for land at a distance greater than 100 miles

however, entered land

TABLE 4

AVAILABILITY AND ENTRY OF

IN

QUARTER SECTIONS

RELATION TO DISTANCE

TO hlINNIPEG, 1872-1891

Di

stance

(miles)

70.2- 75.0
75.2- 80.0
80.2- 85.0
85.2- 90.0
90.2- 95.0

I877-81
No. A No.

L872-76

No.

A*

No. E**

1882-86

No.

E

A

1BB7-91

No.

E

No.

A

No.

E

1872-9I
No. Ef

26

1

31

12

19

10

10

10

33

42

4

51

11

40

19

2t

2t

55

4L

3

51

t7

35

16

19

19

55

20

2

29

5

24

11

t4

I4

32

28

0

4t

t7

24

11

13

13

4L

i00.0

50

2

67

23

44

20

26

26

7L

100. 2- 105. 0

43

0

56

26

30

18

1,2

L2

56

105.2-110.0
1 10. 2- 1 15.0

38

0

62

34

28

15

13

13

62

23

0

53

14

39

28

T2

t2

54

rts.2-120.0

0

0

2

I

1

1

0

0

2

311

T2

443

160

284

1.49

140

140

461

95. 2-

Total

* No. A = Number Available; **

No.

f

=

Number Entered;

t

No. E = No.

A.

8i
from l,linnipeg, with most

at a distance of
1886 reveals

entries in this five-year period being

betureen 105 and 110

The period from 1882 to

is, settlers did not enter the
land. If this had been the case, all entries would

a similar tendency, that

closest available

have been made at a distance

by the end

miles.

recorded

of

between 70 and 100 miles from Winnipeg

of the time-period, 'leaving only the more distant quarter

sections avai'lable for settlement

in the subsequent time-period. There

is a ìack of relationship between proximity to Winnipeg and date of
entry of the quarter sections ana'lysed as the correlation coeffÍcient,

r, of -0.08 indicates. Hypothesis
is

no evidence

to

suggest

(V) cannot be accepted since there

that parcels of land located nearer the entry

point were settled before those at a greater distance. As already noted,
the significance of this important result

(iii)

Settlement

is

assessed

in Chapter

V.

in relation to distance to the nearest trail

Prior to railway construction travel

was

principalìy

along

trails. Settlers wishing to locate in the area analysed cou'ld reach
quarter sections in different parts of the area by foìlowing either the

of the Saskatchewan trail, also known as the Fort
Ellice trail, the southern branch of the Saskatchewan trail or the

northern branch

Yellow Quilt

traiì

(Figure

2).

Bylund's (1960) E-model suggested that

settlers sought to minimise the distance between their settlement location

and an available communication

link

and Weir (1964) proposed that

in southwestern Manitoba trails were a contro'l in guiding the lines of
settlement. In order to test these proposals, Hypothesis (I) is formul

ated.

82
HYPOTHESTS

(r):

Date

of entry is related to distance to

nearest

the

trail, with those parcels of land

nearer the

trai'l

being settled before those

at a greater distance.

All quarter sections settled by 1891 were within

15

miles of

a

trail, of which 67.4 percent (311) were within 5 miles (Table S). The
mean distance of quarter sections to the nearest trail in each of the
five-year periods is between I and 5 miles. It is apparent from Table
5 that not all of the settlers locating in each time-period entered the
available land that was closest to the nearest trail. By 1876 only 33.3
percent

trail,

of the settlers entered land less.than

although

all

one

mile from the nearest

could have beerì accommodated at

Similarìy, in the period

this distance.

between 1877 and 1881 on'ly 15 percent

of

settlers occupied land at this distance, aìthough 48 percent of
enteríng land at this time couìd have located at a distance
one

mile from the nearest transport artery.

percent

the

those

of less

than

Between 1882 and 1886,36.2

of those settìing could have occupied a quarter section at this

distance, but only 20.1. percent entered such land.

of the computation of the mean year of
entry for each distance category for the period between 1872 and 1891
nor the mean year of entry for each category during each of the fiveNeither the results

year periods verifies the hypothesis (Table

6).

The mean year

of entry

of quarter sectjons situated at a distance of between 5 and 10.miles
from a trail in the period ending in 1876 is 1872, whereas the mean year
of entry for nearer locations is 1874. Forrthe period ending in 1881,
the

mean

year for lands at less than 10 miles' distance

is

1879, lvhereas

TABLE 5

AVAILABILITY AND ENTRY OF

QUARTER SECTiONS

IN

RELATION TO DISTANCE

TO THE NEAREST TRAIL, 1872-I89L

Di

stance

(miles)

tB72-76

No.

A*

No. E**

tB77-8t
No. A No.

1887-91

1BB2-86

No.

E

A

No.

E

No.

A

No.

E

t872-9r
No. El

0.0-

1.0

62

4

78

24

54

30

26

26

84

t.2-

5.0

t7t

7

218

84

135

69

67

67

227

5. 2- 10.0

7t

1

130

47

B3

41

44

44

133

10. 2- 15. 0

7

0

7

5

12

I

3

3

I7

311

t2

433

160

284

149

140

140

461

Total

* No. A = Number Available; ** No. f

= Number Entered;

I

No. E = No.

A.

(,
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TABLE 6
NIEAN YEAR

OF

ENTRY
TO

Di

OF QUARTER SECTIONS

IN

RELATION TO DiSTANCE

THE NEAREST TRAIL, I872-T89L

stance
1BB7-91

I872-9r

1883

1889

1886

t879

1883

1889

1885

1879

1883

1889

1886

1880

1883

1888

1885

tB72-76

1877-81

1.0

r874

I879

1.2- 5.0

r874

5.2-10.0

1872

(mi 1es

0.0-

10. 2-

)

i5.

0

1882-86

æ

Þ

85

it is 1880. The mean year of entry of quarter
sections ìocated at any distance from the traiì in the period between
1882 and 1886 is 1883. During the period ending in 1891, also, quarter
sections at a greater distance from the trail were settled before those
for those further

away

in a nearer location. Specifical]y, the mean year of entry of land
further than 10 miles was 18BB and, for that within 10 miles, l8gg.
Further, an r va'lue of 0.05 between the distance to the nearest trail
and the date of entry of quarter sections indicates that there is no
relationship between the two variables. Hypothesis

(I)

cannot

be

accepted.

(iv)

Settlement

HYP0THESIS

(III):

in relation to distance to the nearest service centre
Date

of entry is re'lated to distance to

the

nearest service centre, with those parcels

of land nearer the centre having greater
accessibiìity and being sett'led before

those

at a greater distance.
In addition to the distance to

Winnipeg and nearest transport

route, the minimisation of distance to the nearest service centre was
desired by the early settlers (aylund,1960). By 1876, the four service

of Carberry, Gladstone, Golden Stream and Woodside were in existence in the area analysed and by l8gl the number of centres had

centres

increased to twenty-two, principalìy along the railway 'lines (Figure 2).
New

settlements were

built at regular intervals

as railway construction

progressed and these stations thus provided disembarking as weìì

as

86

loading points.

All settlers locating

by 1876 chose quarter sections that

were

less than 20 miles from the nearest service centre. 0f these, approximate'ly 66 percent

settled within 5 miles of such a centre. For the

period between 1872 and 1876 an

r

value of 0.76

is

recorded between

proximity to the nearest service centre and date of entry, indicating

a strong relationship
regarded

between these two

variables. This figure must be

with caution, however, since during this period onìy twelve

individuals entered land. The r values for 1881, 1886 and 1891 are
0.1.4,0.08 and 0.11., respectively, revealing a virtual absence of

any

relationship between distance to the nearest service centre and date

of entry.

An ana'lysis

of the mean year of entry for quarter sections

at specific'distances from the nearest service centre in each fiveyear period (Table 7) supports the arg'ument that there

is virtually

no

relationship between proximity to the centre and date of entry.

TABLE 7
I4EAN YEAR OF ENTRY OF QUARTER SECTIONS

IN RELATION

TO

DISTANCE TO THE NEAREST SERVICE CENTRE, 1872-1891

Di

stance

(miles)

0.0- 1.0
1. 2- 5.0
5.2-10.0
10. 2- 15. 0

t5.2-20.0
20.2-25.0
25.2-30.0

rB72-76
1873
1873
1875
1875

18]5

1877-81

1882-86

1887-91

1880

1883
1883
1883

1890
1889
1889

r879
1879
1879
1879

r879
1880

'':'

'i'

87

In the five-year period
land within 5 miles

between 1872 and 1876 the mean year

of a service centre

was 1873 and the mean year of

entry of more distant land was 1875. This
which

is insufficient evidence on

to accept Hypothesis (III) since these results are

twelve sample observations. No support

of the ana'lysis of

from the results

of entry of

based on only

for the hypothesis is

subsequent

evident

five-year periods.

Dur-

ing the periods ending in 1881 and 1891 land at a distance of less than
one

mile

was,

in fact, settled after more distant land had been entered.

For the five-year period between 188i and 1886 there

the

mean

(v)

no variation in

year of entry of land at different distances from the service

centre, the

(III)

is

mean

year being 1883 for land at any distance. Hypothesis

cannot be accepted.

Settlement
poi

in relation to distance to the nearest railway

loading

nt

Traiìs were not the on'ly type of
distance was to be minimised by early

communication

link to which

settlers. In 18Bl the Canadian

Pacific Raiìway main line provided a major east-west connection

across

the area analysed between Portage-ìa-Prairie and Brandon, and by
two additional

lines

had been constructed

1891

in the area (Figure 2).

Acces-

sibility to a raiìway ìoading point is assumed to have been an important
consideration

1980).

in the early settler's

The folìowing hypothesis

HYPOTHESTS

(II):

Date

is

decision-making process (Dick,

tested:

of entry is related to distance to

the

nearest raiìway loading point, with those
parce'ls

of land nearer the loading point

88

being settled before those at a greater
di stance.

Correlation coefficients are analysed in order to assess the
relationship between the distance of the quarter section to the nearest
ra'i1way loading

entered.

The

r

point and the year in which that quarter sectibn
values are 0.11,0.02 and 0.06

for the five-year

was

periods

in 1881,1886 and 1891, respectively, indicating virtually no
relationship between the two variables. The mean year of entry of land

ending

at different distances to the nearest rai'lway loadjng point between
1877 and 1891 further illustrates the virtual absence of any relationship between the variables (Table 8). The mean year of entry of all
but one of the quarter sections entered between 1877 and 1881 was 1879,

with the remaining quarter section, at a djstance of between 25 and 30
miles, being settled in

1880.

TABLE

B

}IEAN YEAR OF ENTRY OF QUARTER SECTIONS

IN RELATION

TO DISTANCE

TO THE NEAREST RAILI^IAY LOADING POINT, 1877-1891

Di

stance

(miles)

0.0- 1.0
1.2- 5.0
5. 2- 10. 0
10. 2- 15.0
15. 2-20.0

20.2-25.0
25.2-30.0

1877-81

1879
1879
1879
1879
1879
1880

1BB2-86

1887-91

1883
1883
1883
1883

1889
1889
1889

18_83

'ï'
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Since there

is

no variation

in the mean year of entry of quarter sec-

tions at different distances from the nearest railway loading point in

of the five-year periods analysed, Hypothesis (II) cannot be
accepted. l^lith the construction of additional railway lines through
any

time, an increasing percentage of settìers was able to locate closer to
a railway ìine (Table 9; Figures 2 and 5).

TABLE 9
ENTRY OF QUARTER SECTIONS

IN

RELATION TO DISTANCE TO THE

NEAREST RAILWAY LOADING

1877-81
Di

stance

(miles)

0.0- 1.0
1. 2- 5.0
5.2- 10. 0
10.2- 15.0
75.2-20.0
20.2-25.0
25.2-30.0

POINT, 1877.1891

1882-86

1887-91

Number

Number

Number

Number

Entered

Entered

Entered

0

I

5

13

24

69

87

180

30
32

44
23

43

I

:u

:'

160

149

42

0f the farmers

who

-9r

Entered

tt7

60
36

31

Totaì

L877

140

42
1

449

settled in the area between 1877 and 1881,53.8 per-

point. By 1886
the percentage had increased to 96.6 percent and by 1891 all quarter
sections entered were within 15 miles of the nearest'loading point. By

cent were less than 15 miles from the nearest loading

1891,

in fact,

from such a

65.7 percent

of the land entered

was less than 5 miles

facility. In the area analysed 87.9 percent of the land

90

entered by 1890 was within 10 miles of a rai'lway

line.

This accords

with Studnessr (1964, p. 5Bl) finding that by this date "of the area

of the international boundary, only the southwestern corner of the province contained a signifi-

west

of the Red River and within

110 miìes

cant acreage that was not within ten miles of a railway."

(vi)

of flowing surface water and woodland in settlement
The importance of the presence of flowing water and woodland to
the early settlers has been noted (Murchie, 1936 ; Richtik, l97L; Ì^leir,
1964). Hypothesis (V) is formulated to test the importance of these
The importance

variables on the date of settlement of land in the study area up to
1881.

HYP0THESTS

(V):

Date

of entry of a parcel of land is deter-

mined by the presence

or

absence

of

flowing

surface water and woodland, with those par-

cels possessing both of these environmental
features being settled before those possess-

ing only one or neither.
Quarter sections settled between 1872 and 1881 are divided into

three categories, depending on whether they possess either water or
woodland, both water and wood'land or neither water nor woodland (Table
10).

9i
TABLE 10
MEAN YEAR OF ENTRY OF QUARTER SECTIONS

IN

RELATION TO

FLOI^JING SURFACE WATER AND WOODLAND, 1872-1881

Water or Woodland
Present

Water and Woodland
Present

Neither Ì^later nor

t872-76

t874

t874

r874

tB77-8t

t879

t879

t879

Woodì

and Present

In order to test Hypothesis (V) the mean year of entry is calculated

for quarter sections in

each

category. Results indicate that there is

of entry of quarter sections in each
of the three categories for either of the five-year periods. For the
earlier period the mean year is 1874 and for the period ending in 18Bl
no difference between the mean year

it is 1879. Since those parceìs of land possessing both flowing surface water and woodland are not settled earlier than those possessing

only one or neither of these environmental features, Hypothesis (V) cannot be accepted. Results recorded in Table 11 indicate that the

number

of available quarter sections possessing both flowing surface water and
woodland in 1876 was greater than the total number of settlers locating
by that year. Although all settlers locating between L872 and 1876
could have entered land possessing both flowing surface water and wood-

land, onìy 41.7 percent cla'imed quarter sections possessing these environmental

features. Simiìar'ly, the number of quarter sections available

between 1877 and 1881 indicates

that

all of the 160 individuals settling

in that period could have entered land possessing either

one

or both of

TABLE 11
ENTRY OF QUARTER SECTIONS

IN

RELATION TO FLOI,JING SURFACE

AND I^IOODLAND,

Water
Present Absent
No.A* No.E** No.A No.E
53

5

t877-BL 48

26

1872-76

*

258

7

369 134

No. A = Number Available;

**

No.

f

WATER

1872-188i

and
Present Absent
No.A No.E No.A No.E
Woodl

Water

or l^loodl and

Present Absent
No.A No.E No.A No.E

Water

and

Woodl and

Present

No.A

No.E

181 10

130 2

r50 5

119 2

42

5

275 83

168 77

223 73

L57 69

63

18

= Number Entered.

(o
f\)
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the physical characteristics considered. Instead, only 56.9 percent

settled on land of this type.

If

the presence of flowing surface water

of prime importance to the earìy settler, this
is not borne out by the results obtained in this study.

and woodland was indeed

(vii)

Settlement

HYPOTHESTS (Vr ) :

in relation to land quaìity
Date

of entry is related to 'land quality,

with those parce'ls of land
I

and wi

possessing

th the greatest soi'l

capabi ì i

ty for

agricu'lture being occupied before those of

inferior

qual

ity.

is calculated for each quarter section
in chapter III. The values of g00 and 100

A land quality value
using the method outlined

indicate land possessing soil of the greatest and least capabitity for
agricu]tural purposes, respectively. No quarter section analysed was

of less than 300 and 25 had a value of 800 (Tabl e lZ).
Between 1872 and 1876 the mean year of entry of quarter sections having
a value of 600 or greater was 1873 (Tabìe 13). These quarter sections
form 41.7 percent of those entered in this period. Land of inferior
assigned a value

quality was, on average, ente,red at a later date, namely 1974. No pattern of occupancy in relation to land quality is evident between 1877
and 1886, although

in the five-year period ending in

1g91

the one quar-

ter section having an assigned value of 800 was settled a year earlier
than land of lesser capabiìity for agriculture. During the five-year
periods ending

in 1876 and 1891 land of the highest quality was set¡ed

TABLE 12

AVAILABILITY AND ENTRY OF QUARTER SECTJONS
LAND QUALITY,

LB72-76

Land Quaìity

A*

No. E**

RELATION

TO

tB72-rB9L

1882-86

No.

E

A

1BB7-9i

No.

E

No.

A

t872-91

No.

E

No. Et

300-399

19

0

30

2

28

8

20

20

30

400-499

36

0

54

6

48

22

26

26

54

500-599

65

7

98

30

6B

36

34

34

107

600-699

101

3

141

55

87

45

42

42

145

700-799

66

2

96

47

49

34

T7

T7

100

800

24

0

24

20

4

4

1

1

25

311

t2

443

160

284

t49

140

140

461

Total

*

No.

t877-8I
No. A No.

IN

No. A = Number Available;

**

No.

f

= Number Entered;

t

No. E = No.

A.

(ol
Þi

TABLE 13
MEAN YEAR OF ENTRY OF QUARTER SECTIONS IN RELATION TO

LAND QUALITY,

t872-t99t

Number

Land Quality

L872-76

1877-81

1882-86

1887-91

Entered

300- 399

1881

1883

1889

30

400-499

1879

1883

1889

54

500-599

LB74

1879

1883

1889

r07

600-699

1873

1879

1883

1BB9

145

700-799

1873

1,879

1883

1889

100

t879

1883

1888

25

800

Total

461

(o
(tl
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before land of inferior

quality.

However, since

this appìies to

onìy

6 (1.3 percent) of the 461 quarter sections entered between 1872 and
1891, llypothesis

(VI) cannot be accepted. Information provided in

of the highest soil capability for agriculture was not settled to its capacity. During the
period ending in 1876 none of the settlers entered land of the highest
quality, although sufficient land of this type was available. Rather,

Table 12 demonstrates that the available land

58.3 percent
500 and

of the settlers

599.

The 160

entered land assigned va'lues

settlers locating

have been accommodated

of

between

between 1877 and 1881 could

in quarter sections

possessing land

all

in the three

highest land quality classes. Only 122 (76.3 percent), however, 'located
on land assigned a value greater than

settlers might

600.

Between 1882 and 1886

have located on land assigned a value

and almost 80 percent

of at least

all

500

of the quarter sections entered during this five-

year períod possessed land having an assigned value greater than 500.

4.

Stepwise
The

Multiple Regression

Anal.vsis

descriptive analysis of the process allows only for the pos-

sible effect of individual variables on date of entry to be tested.

is,

however, desirable

to test the

combined

effect of a number of vari-

ables, namely the postulated process, on date of

entry.

The contribu-

tion of the independent variables in the settlement process is

in relation to their effect on the spatial
stepwise multiple regression ana'lysis.

It

assessed

form of date of entry using

97

(a)

The Regression t4odel

Since the settlement process changes between lß72 and 1891,

is

it

analysed during four sub-periods. The four five-year periods are

to

L872

to

1876,1877

1881, tr882 to 1886 and 1887

to 1891. A process-

model

is formulated to correspond with each period such that the impor-

tance

of the incorporated variables may be assessed in the relevant

period as welì as through

in

time.

The

results are discussed and

assessed

Chapter V.
The

multiple regression models are of the general form:

xg

= a+btxl*bzxz* brxr+.

*bnxn

Xl, X2, X3, . , Xn
variables. The b values are partiaì regression

where Xg denotes the dependent variable and

denote the independent

coefficients

(b).

Each

b value gives the rate of change in the

depend-

ent variabìe, provided a'|1 other variables are held constant. A mul-

tipìe

is

regression equation with three independent variables,

for

exampìe,

therefore written correctly as:

x0

= a + bot.z¡xt * boz.tsxz * bog.tzxg

where the subscript

0 represents the

dependent

variable. For simpli-

city,

the notation used in this study comesponds to that used in the

above

notation of the general form of a multiple regression model.

(b)

in the Process-Model
The selection of variables is based on theory and empirical

Variables Included

works.

The fotlowing notation

process-models

is used to identify the variables in the

for the sub-periods. Appropriate

distance measures are

98

in

calculated for the periods ending

xo=

Date

of entry

xl

Land

quaìity

=

xz=
xg=
x4=
X-=
5

0f

Flowing surface water
Woodl and

Distance

to

the

Distance

to

the nearest service centre

entry point,

Winnipeg

Xo= Distance to

the nearest

xl=

the nearest rai'lway loading point

Distance

to

these variables X, and X, are

(c)'

1876, 1881, 1886 and 1891.

dummy

trail

variables.

Analysis of Process-Models
As indicated, stepwise muìtiple regression

ysis of the process-models.
the

The programme used

sPSS Subprogram Regression

is used in the anaj-

for this analysis is

(Nie, 197s). Four stepwise muìtip'le

regression models are tested, each using date of entry as the dependent

variabìe.

Each model

is

analysed

in turn

and

is followed by a compari-

of the results. F-tests are used to test the statistical significance of the regression and correlation coefficients at the 0.05 level.
son

(i)

I'lodel

(l):

1872-1876

This model

is

formulated

to

assess

the importance of the selec-

ted independent variables in accounting for variations in the date of
entry of quarter sections between 1872 and 1876 and is of the genera'l
form:

99

XO

to

=

a + blX1

*

blX1

*

b3X3

*

bOXO

+

bsXS

+

b6X6

to the definitions presented above. The matrix of simple correlation coefficients for this model is presented in

!,Jhere XO

XU correspond

Tabte 14 and rable 15 summarises each step

in

regression model

(l).

to the nearest service centre (xu) has the highest
simpìe comelation with the date of entry (XO) (Table 14) and is thereDistance

fore the first independent variable to enter the regression equation.
This yields a simpìe correlation value, r, of 0.ls6z which is significant at the 0.05
fol

level. The equation at the first

step

is

thus

as

I ows :

X0

=

72.72I+0.747Xs

Distance to the nearest service centre (XU)

in this step accounts for
57.2 percent of the variation in the date of entry. At step z the variabìe with the highest partia'l r value in step 1 is entered into the
equation and a revised equation is generated. Land quaìity (xr) is
entered at this stage since, with a partial r value of -0.3836, it
accounts for the largest proportion of the variation in the dependent
variable

tion

among

the variables not included in the equation, after varia-

to the included independent variable is considered. The addition of this variable results in an increase in the multipìe coefficient
of determination, R2, of 0.0647. R2 ,,explains,, the variation in the
due

for by the independent variables in the
equation. Neither the increase in n2 nor the partial b value of x, is
significant at the 0.05 level. Since the additioniof further independdependent variabìe accounted

ent variabìes to the equation does not result in a significant increase
,
in R', a decision might have been made at this stage to enter no

TABLE 14
SIMPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS, L872-T876

xo

x0

xt

xz

x3

x4

x5

x6

1.000

-0.527*

0.096*

0.063*

0.336*

0. 756*

,0. 301*

1.000

-0. 015*

0. 197*

-0.085*

-0. 387*

0.746*

1.000

0.378*

0. 340*

0.094*

0. 295f

.000

-0.039*

0.203r

0.214+

1.000

0.593*

-0. 171*

.000

-0.237+

x1
x2

x3

1

x4

1

x5

1.000

x6

Number

of

cases

=L2

* = significant at the 0.05 ]evel ; f

= not significant at the 0.05 level

.

O

TABLE

15. SUMMARY

OF THE RESULTS OF STEPWISE REGRESSION MODEL

(1),

1872.1876

INCLUDED VARTABLES

STEP

VARIABLE

R

STANDARD
ERROR ()F

xo
R2

INCREASE

ESTI¡lATE
I

2

3

x5

xl

x4

0.7562*

0.7978*

0.8030r

INTERCEPT

0.5718

0. 8448

0.8205

0. 6365

0.8602

VARIABLTS NOT INCLUDED

0.6449

0.5718r

0. 0647f

0.0084r

72.72t1

75.t778

76. 575 3

REGRESSTON
COEFFI C I ENT

bS.

br

bi''

br

5

x2

x3

0.8058r

0.81 12t

0.9137

0.9747

0.6494

0.6580

0.0045t

0

.0086+

76.9 199

77

.6504

-0.0040f
0.6410*

ERROR

0.2043

0:003

I

0,2t52

PARTIAL

VARIABLES CORRELATION

COEFFICIENT

PARTIAL

COEFFICIENT OF
DETERI4INATION

Xl

-0.3836

X2

Xr

0.0372
-0.1408

X4

-0.2 r 30

X6

-0. 1920

0.0454
0.0369

\2

0.0502

0.0025

i;

-0.0253
-0. 1517

0. 0006

X6

0.1454

0.t472
0.0014
0.0 198

0.0230
0.0211

-0.0037f
-0.0801t

0.0036
0.1848
0.2847

X2
X3
X5

0. ll29
-0.0716
0. 1098

0.0128

" 0.1729+
Uz'
b4 " -0.1025+
b5 = o.73ol*

0.0036

X3
X6

-0. 1570
7

0.0?47
0.0027

br

0.0042
0,7260

X6

-0.0279

0.0008

bA
bS
4

"
."

0.7465*

STANDARD

br

0.7164*

-0.0036f

b2'"

-0.0029t

0.3239f
b3 = -0.3886t

b4'-0.1503+
b5

=

0.8084*

0.

5

753

0. 051

0.005
0.012

I

I

0.2097
0. 3058

0. 99 79

0.?552
0. 3832

F-level insufflclent for further cqnputatlon.

r.

slgn{flcant at the 0.05 level

t '

not slgnlflcant at the 0.05 level
ÉJ

O

r02

further variables into the equation.

It is desired, howevern to record

the order in which independent variables enter the equation to enable

a comparison to be made with the order of entry in the other models.

final variable

is woodland (X3) which
accounts for onìy an additiona'l 0.9 percent of the variation in date of
entry, resulting in a final R value of 0.8112 and corresponding R2
value of 0.6580. The five variables thus account for 65.8 percent of
the variation in XO. The final regression equation, including variabìes
with partial b values non-significant at the 0.05 leve'l is:
The

x0 =
When

entered into the equation

77.650

+

0.B0SX5

-

0.003X1

- 0.150X4 + 0.3?4Xr- 0.389X3

the variables with non-significant partial b values are deleted,

the finaì equation

is significant at the 0.05 level as follows:

X0 = 77.650+0.808X5
The

positive sign of the partial b value indicates that land closer to

a service centre was entered before land at a greater distance.

(ii )

Model

(2)z

trlodel

1877-1881

(2) is formulated to represent the process operating be-

tween 1877 and 1881 and

xo
where

of

XO

simple

Table

16

is of the general

form:

= a + btxl * b2x2 * b3x3 * b4x4 * b5x5 * b6x6 + b7x7

to X, refer to the variables defined previously.
correlation coefficients for this sub-period
and a summary

of the results of

The matrix

is presented

stepwise regression

in

in

modeì

TABLE 16
SIMPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS, 1877-1881

xt

x0

-0.

1.000

x0

115*'

1.000

x1
x2
x3

x4
x5
x6

x7

Number

x2

x3

x4

x5

x6

xl

0.062*

0. 146*

0. 136*

0. 140*

0.297*

0.109*

-0.124*

-0.272*

0. 121*

0.065*

-0. 182*

-0.090*

1.000

0. 153*

-0.027*

0.074*

0. 162*

0. 161*

1.000

-0.024*

0.036*

0.309*

0.348*

1.000

-0. 157*

-0.052*

0.065*

1.000

0.381*

0.518*

1.000

0. 558*
1

of

cases

* significant

.000

= 160

at the 0.05 level.

fr

(¡)

TABLE

17.

SUMMARY

0F THE

RESULTS

0F

STEPWTSE REGRESSIoN MoDEL

(2),

1877-1881

INCLUDED VARIABLES

STEP

VARTABLE

R

STANDARt)
ERROR OF

R2

INCRTAST

ESTIMATT

I

x6

0.2972t

VARIABLES
x0
I t{TERCEPT

1.2295

0.0883

0.0883*

78.4505

REGRESSION
COEFFI CI ENT

b6'

0.5597*

STANDARD
ERROR

0.

l43l

PARTIAL

Xl
X3
X4
X5
X7

x4

t.2t77

0. 3338*

0.1114

0.0231*

76.8818

b4"

b6'

0. 0646*

0. 0320

0.5746i

0.1419

iå
X3

X¡

xi
3

4

x7

x5

0.3447*

0.

1.2165

t.2137

0. 3584*

lr88

0. 1285

0. 0074+

0.0097r

76.9354

76 .6695

'
'
b; "
bC

0.0687*

0,0322

bn

0.6852r
-0.0763r

0.1715
0.0660

bC

0.0779*

bs

0.0894t

0.0328
0.0682
0.1721
0.0727

"
'
b6 =
.
b7

5

x3

r.2101

0. 3731*

0.139?

0.0

t07t

76. 5280

0.6607*

-0,1159*

bg"
b+"

0,293?+
0.0816*

D5=

0.1102f

06"

0.6199*

b7= -0.1468*
6

xl

t.2096

0.3814*

0.1455

0.0063f

77.tt59

br =

-0.00117

= 0.24s8t
b+ = 0.0864*
bS = 0.1206*
b6 = 0.5945*
b7 ' -0.1479i
bã

I

x2

0. 3816*

1.2r35

0. 1456

0.0002r

77.t042

br = -0.0010t

bi' o.o443f
b3 " 0.2433f
b4 = 0.0865*
bS = 0.1206*
bO " 0.5928*
b7 -0.1487*
=

r.

slgniflcant at the.0,05

level

t "

not sjgnlf.icant ðt the 0,05 leyel

INCLUDED
PARTIAL

VARIABLTS CORRELATION COTFFICIENT OF
COEFFICTINT DETER},IINATION
xã

2

NOT

-0.0643
0.0146
0.0501
0.1591
0.0309
-0.0716

0.0041
0.0002

-0.0841

0.007

0.0 179

0.06?2
0.0559
-0.0913

0. 0025

0.02 53
0.00 10
0.005 I

I

0. 0003
0. 0039

0.003

t

0. 0083

Is
Ã5

0.0252
0.0853
0.1048

0.007 I
0 .0006
0.007 3
0.0 120

X1

-0.1060

0.0u2

x2

0.0295
0. ll l0

0. 0009

X1
X2

X3

-0.0843

0.0123

0.2115

Xr

.0328
.0696

Xz

-0.0854
0,0200

0.0073
0.0004

\2

0.0 135

0.0002

0
0

0.1741
0.0758
0.0010
0.2161
0.0331

0.0703

0.t757
0. 0758

0.0010
0.2666
0.217 4
0. 0333

0.0705
0.1766
0.0762

FJ
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(2) is presented in

Tabl

e t7.

this time-period distance to the nearest trail (x6) is
the first independent variable to enter the equation, producing an r
value of 0.2972. Distance to the entry point, winnipeg, (x4) is the
During

variable entered at the next

step.

for

11..1 percent and subsequent

an R2 value

of

0.1114

dependent variables do

or

The two

variables together

(xr)

entries of in-

not register significant increases in R2. Fol-

lowing these two distance variables, distance
ìoading point

account

and distance

to the nearest

rai'lway

to the nearest service centre (xu) are

entered into the equation, and are followed

in turn by woodìand (x3),
land quality (Xr) and flowing surface water (XZ). These five variables
together account for 3.4 percent of the variation in XO. This amounts
to a totat of 14.6 percent of the variation of XO being accounted for
by the independent variables entered in the equation. The final estimating equation

X0 =

is:

77.104 + 0.593X6 + 0.087X4

-

0.149X7

+ 0.121X5

+

0.243X3- 0.001X1 + 0.044X2
When

the variables with non-significant partial b values are deleted,

the equation is:

X0

-- 77.104 + 0.593X6 + 0.087X0 - 0.149X7 + 0.1Z1Xb

A positive relationship between the independent variables, distance to

the nearest

trai'l (x6),

distance to the entry point, winnipeg, (xo)

and

distance to the nearest service centre (X5) and the dependent variable,
date of entry (Xg)

is

confirmed by the signs

of the significant partiaì

b values. The negative sign for the partial b value of distance to the

i06

nearest railv^ray loading point (X7) may be a refìection

of the fact that
the railway was only in existence in the final year of this sub-period.

(iii)

Model

(3):

Like model

1882-1886

(2), this

model

for the period between

1882 and 1886

is of the general form:
X0 = a + btXl *

ïZXZ

*

b3Xg

where the notations are the same as

cients for this model are

*

b+X4

*

b5X5

*

b6X6

+

b7X7

before. Simple correlation coeffi-

in Table LB, and the resu'lts of

shown

(3) are summarised in Table 19.

The independent

model

variable, distance to

the entry point, Winnipeg, (XO) has the highest simple correlation with
the dependent variable (Xg) with a coefficient of -0.154 and is there-

fore

the

first

independent variable

but does not register a vaìue of

level.

Distance

of the remaining

to enter the regression

equation

r that is significant at the stated

to the nearest service centre (X5) accounts for most
variation in XO (3.1 percent). This variable enters

the equation at step 2 and significantly increases the value of

R2

for

the two included variables to 5.4 percent. The largest variation in
XO,

after

XO

and XU are entered

into the equation, is

accounted

for

by

flowing surface water (Xr) and this variable thus enters the equation

at step 3. At this step X, does not have a significant partial
value and does not contribute significantly to an increase

final estimating equation,

in R2. The

excluding variables with non-significant

partial b values, however, includes X, and is as follows:
X0 = 86.011 -

b

0.128X4

+

0.391XU

+

0.536X2

TABLE 18
SIMPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS, 1BB2-1886

x0

xo

x1

x2

x3

x+

xs

xo

x7

1.000

-0.079*

0. L1l,*

0.020*

-0. 154*

0.080*

0.018*

0. 02 1*

1.000

-0. 154*

-0.407*

0.096*

-0.110*

0.

117*

-0.066*

1.000

0. 360*

:0.114*

-0. 142*

0.027*

-0.057*

1.000

-0.274*

-0.047*

-0. 206*

-0. 121*

0.478*

0. 139*

0. 614*

1.000

-0.068*

0. 754*

1.000

-0.043*

x1
x2
x3

1.000

x4
x5
x6

I .000

x7

Number

of

cases

= 1.49

* = significant at the 0.05 leveì.

O
!

TABLE

19.

SUMMARY

OF THE RESULTS

O'

"'O"SE

REGRESSION MODEL

(3)

,

1882.1886

INCLUDED VARIABLES

VARIABLES NOT INCLUDED

STANDARD
ERROR OF

xo

ESTI¡4'\TE

INTERCEPT

REGRESS ION
COEFFI CI ENT

x1
X2

Xr
X5
X6

b4
bS

r
"

"

bZ

Xl

-0 .0348

X,z

0.1155

X3
Xn

-0.0422

0.5774*

=

-0.0007+
0.5707*

.

not signiflcant.at the 0.05 level

0.00

0.0042

l

0.0006
0.0308
0.0016
0.0220
0.0012
0.0133

x;

0.042

3

0. 00 l8
0. 0048
0. 0018

X1

-0.0160

0. 0003

Xr

-0. 0900

0.0081

Ã6
X7

0. 0667

0.0044
0.0009

0. 0696

0.0297

-0.0518
0.0sr0
0.0256

12

0.3413

0.00r2

0.?828

U. J'IJO

0.2875

0.0427
0.1885
0.1539

-0.0007t

0.00 l2

0.5356*
-0.3107+

0. 3476
0. 2894

b3 "
b4 ã -0.1283*
b5 = 0.3906*
b6 =- 0.1007t
b7 = o.o650t

+

0. t84l

bl

bl '
.

teveì

0. 2636
0. 0420

0.0422
0.1867

" -0.7255+
hZ.
0.5503r
b3 . -0.3185+
b4 = -9.1216*
bS = 0.4445*
b6 = 0.9584t

t'slgnlflcant at the 0,05

0.3404

b3 = -0.3485t
b4 = -0.1179*
b5 = 0.4303*

bZ

0. 0405

0.3941*

b3 ' -0.2859t
b4 = -0.1195*
b5 - 0.4482i

bl "

0. 009

-0.1094*

0.4196*

bZ

-0. 065 I
0.0955
-0.0239
0.1754
0.1482

0.4455t

0.0742

PARTIAL

X7

-0.1064i

1.4102

PARTIAL

VARIABLTS CORRELATION CO¡rr¡CIEHT Or
COEFFICIENT DETTRJ,îINATION

0.0474
0. 2502

0. t55l
0.1975

O
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These

results indicate that there is a relationship

between date of

entry of quarter sections and their characteristics based on distance

to the entry point, winnipeg, (xo),the nearest service centre (xu) and
flowing surface water

(xz).

The amount

of

R2

attributable to the re-

maining four variables--woodland (x3), land quality

the nearest

trail

(x7)--is small.

(xl),

distance to

(X6) and distance to the nearest railway'loading point

total

of variation in xo accounted for by
the independent variables is 8.0 percent. The final equation, inc]uding variab'les with non-significant partial b values is:
XO

=

The

86.011

-

amount

0.128X4

+ 0.391XS + 0.536X2 - 0.311X3 -

0.001x1+ 0.101xU + 0.065X7

This means that there
values

will differ

is a greater

than 5 percent probability that actual

from the regression line by more than twice the stan-

dard error.

(iv)

Model

(a):

Model

1887-1891

(4) is

designed

to

determine the relationship between the

dependent and independent variables

It is of the general

form:

X0 = a + blXl *
where

aìl

for the period between 1887 and 1891.

ïZXZ

*

b3X3

*

b4X4

*

bSXS

*

b6X6

+

b7X7

the variables are defined as previousìy.

Simple correìation coefficients are presented

in matrix

form

in Table 20 and the results of the test of model (4) are summarised in
Table 21. Land quaìity (Xr) has the largest simple correlation with
date of entry and is therefore the

first

independent variable

to

be

TABLE 20
SIMPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS, 1887-1891

x0

xo

xt

x2

xg

x4

x5

x6

x7

1.000

,0.201*

-0.001*

0. 146*

-0.030*

0.112*

-0. 130*

0.061*

1.000

0.017*

-0.121*

-0. 024*

-0.090*

-0.023*

0.027*

1.000

0. 121*

-0.158*

0. 018*

0. 126*

-0.033*

.000

-0.026*

-0.094*

-0.018*

-0. 197*

1.000

-0.100*

0.158*

0.030*

-0.113*

0.866t

x1

x2
x3

1

x4

1.000

x5
x6

1

x7

Number

.000

-0.156r
1

of

cases

=

.000

140

* = significant at the 0.05 level; t

= not significant at the 0.05 level.

l.J

O

TABLE

21.

SUMMARY

OF THE RESULTS OF STEPWISE RIGRESSION MODEL

(4),

1887-1891
VARIABLES I{OT INCLUDED

INCLUDED VARIABLES

x^

STANDARD
STEP

VARIAELE

R

nZ

ERROR OF

ESTIMTE

I

2

I

4

xl

x6

x3

x5

0.2007*

0.2415*

0.2698*

0.2854*

u

INCREASE

I NTERCEPT

0.0403

1.0878

0.0583

1.0814

l .0770

0.0728

1.0759

0.08 14

0. 0403*

0.0l8lf

0.0145t

0.0085t

89.9141

90.1423

89.8202

89.5266

REGRESS I ON

COIFFICIENT

bl '

-0'0019*

br " -0.0019*
bã = -0.21¡9t

bl '

-0.0018*
bã " 0.3l8lt
bã = -0.2099+

bl .

Ui'
bð =

-0.0017*
0.3452*
0.1924+

b6 = -o;1923*
5

x7

0.2860r

t.0797

0.0818

0.0004+

89. 5307

br
bã
b5

' -0.0016*
" 0'3341+
= o.2617l

bi

'

bn'-0.1961t
-o.oz¡st

STANDARD
ERROR

0. 0008

0.0008
0.1319

PARTIAL

Xz
X3
X4
X5
X6

0.0008
0.2257

0.0013

-0. t373

0.0205
0. 1239

0.0r58
0.0091
0.0 r89
0.004 6

X5

-0 .0147
0. 0817

X7

0.0476

0.0004
0.0154
0.0002
0.0067
0.0023

0.0049

0.0000

X3
X4

X4
X5

0.0008
0.2195
0.1707
0.1321

-0 .0360
0 .0952

\2

X2

0.1314

0.0000

0. 0680

0.

184

0.0028
0. 1256

x7

0.0008
2

PARTIAL

VARIABLES CORRELATION COEFFICIENT OF
COEFFICIENT DETER''IINATION

-0.0r

15

0.000

I

X7

0.0956
0,0747

0.0091
0.0056

I

0.0000

\1

-0. 0029

0. 0000

X7

-0 .0 196

0.0004

iî

-0.0012
0.0025

0.0000

0.000

0. 0000

0. 3501

0.1337
0.3241

F-level insufflclent for further comoutation.

i .

slgnlflcant at the 0.05 level

f'

nqt slgnificant at the 0.05 level
H

I12
entered into the equation and registers an

r

vaìue

of 0.2007.

Distance

to the nearest trail (XU) enters the equation at step 2, having had the
highest partia'l r value jn step 1.. Neither this variable nor the independent variables subsequently entering the equation

ficant

increase

in R2. The variables

results in a signi-

woodldnd (X3), distance

nearest service centre (XU) and distance

to

to the nearest railway

the

loading

point (X7) are succêssively entered into the equation, accounting for
total R value of 0.2860. Neither flowing surface water (Xr) nor distance

to the entry point,

Ì,'linnipeg,

a

(X+) are entered into the equation

since their F-levels are too low to allow further computation at step 5.
The

final estimating equation is:
X0 = 89.531 -

When

0.002X1

-

0.196X6+ 0.334X3 +0.262X5-0.735X7

variables with non-significant partial b values are deleted, the

equation is:

Xo

=

89.531-o.oozxl

of the significant partial b value is negative, indicating a
relationship between date of entry (Xg) and land quality (Xr), namelv

The sign

that land of superior quality

was entered before

that of an inferior

nature.

(d)
(i )

Summary

of

Results

Simpìe comelation coefficients

Table 22 presents the simple
ab'le

r

values

for

each independent vari-

with the dependent variable between 1872 and 1891. There

overall decìine in the

r

is an

values through time, indicating a decìine in

TABLE 22
CHANGE

IN SIIvIPLE CORRELATION

Vari abl e

COEFFICIENTS h'ITH DATE OF ENTRY, 1872-1891

t872-76

1877-81

1BB2-86

1

-0.527*

-0.115*

-0.079*

-0. 201*

0.096*

0.062*

0. 111*

-0.001*

0.063*

0. 146*

0.020*

0. 146*

Distance to entry point, t,linnipeg (Xa)

0. 336*

0. 136*

-0.154*

-0.030*

Distance to nearest service centre (X5)

0. 756*

0. 140*

0.080*

0. 112*

-0. 301*

0.297*

0. 018*

-0. 130*

0.109*

0.021*

0.061*

Land

quality

(X1)

Flowing surface water (X2)
hJoodl

and

(

X3)

Distance to nearest
DÍstance

*

trail

(X6)

to nearest railway ìoading point

(X7)

887-9

1

= significant at the 0.05 level.
FJ
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the re'lationship between the independent and dependent variables.
Given the proposed hypotheses,

all

but one of the

r

values are expected

to be positive, thus indicating a positive re'lationship
dependent and dependent

variables.

The onìy

between

the in-

anticipated negative r

value relates to the relationship between land quality and date of entry.

This

is not entirely borne out by the results.

cussed

(ii)

in

Chapter

The

results are dis-

V.

0rder of entry of the independent variables into the regression
equations and

their contributions to

R2

The independent variables show no consistency

in their order of

entry into the regression equations representing successive timeperiods (Table

there

is

23).

Two

a decline in the R2 value through time from 0.6580

for the period ending in
ing in 1891 (Table
and 1876

there

is

additional points require attention. First,

is

23).

1876

to

0.0818 (R=0.2860)

The high R2 value

(R=0.8112)

for the period end-

for the period between 1872

related to the small number of cases analysed

(12).

Second,

a decline in the importance of the distance variables through

time and an increase in the importance of the environmenta'l variables

of land quatity (Xr) ana woodland (Xr). This is observed when both the
order of entry of the variables into the equations and the contributions of these variables to R2 are considered. These issues are developed

further in Chapter V.

TABLE 23
ORDER

OF ENTRY OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES INTO THE REGRESSION EQUATIONS
AND THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS

t872-76

of
Entry

Vari abl e

Quality (Xr)

R2, LBTz-tBgt

1877-81

N =12

0rder

TO

N=

Contri bution

to

R2

of
Entry

Order

1882-86

160

N=

Contri -

bution

to

1887-91

149

o'ffid' Contri
oiå'fl2

R2

N=

140

of
Entry

Order

Contri bution

to

R2

2

0.0647t

6

0.0063r

5

0.0025r

Flowing Surface
Water (XZ)

4

0.0045f

7

0.0002t

3

0.0126t

Woodland (X3)

5

0.0086f

5

0.0107t

4

0.0076f

3

0.0084r

2

0.0231*

I

0. 0236t

1

0. 5718*

4

0.0097f

2

0.0304*

0.0085f

0.0883*

0.0025t

0.0181t

ni

0.0074+

0.0007t

0. 000+f

0.6580r

0. 1456*

0.0799t

0.0818*

Land

Distance to entry
point, Winnipeg (Xa)
Distance to nearest
service centre (X5)
Distance to nearest

trail

(Xe)

Distance to nearest
railway loading

point

(X7)

Total
¡t=

ni

0.0403r

0.0145f

significant at the 0.05 leve'l ; f = not significant at the 0.05 level.
F-level insufficient for computation; ni=notincluded in the regression.
lJ
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION AND ASSESSMENT OF THE ANALYSIS

OF PROCESS AND

This study

adopts a

FORM

modified process-form approach

in the analy-

sis of the evolution of agricultural settlement in southern
The settlement process and

Manitoba.

related forms, the spatia'l expressions of

the process, are analysed for the period between 1872 and 1891. The

461

quarter sections settled by 1891 are analysed by testing the hypotheses

in the process-model. Specifical'ly, these hypotheses test
the effect of distance, environmental and region-specific variables on
the date of entry of land. The results of the descriptive and stepwise
multiple regression analyses, presented in Chapter IV, are discussed and
assessed in this chapter. Where appropriate, their economic significance in the agricultural settlement process of the commerciallyincorporated

is demonstrated. In particular, the significance
of proximity to a railway loading point, the variable initial'ly thought
to be most crucial in the settlement process of the study area, is dis-

oriented individual

cussed and a counterfactual

1.

Ís employed in this

context.

of the Variables in the Settlement Process
The variables incorporated in the settlement process and analysed in relation to spatial form are those determinìng the economic
Discussion
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tt7
attractiveness of a quarter section. The interplay of specif:ic distance

that determine the attractiveness of

land

to influence the date of settlement.

Land

and environmental variables

for settlement is
of greater

expected

economic attractiveness

is assumed to be settled

before land

less attractive for agricultural purposes.
During the twenty-year period analysed the R2 va]ues change
and no

single variable consistentìy accounts for most of the variation

in the date of entry.
pendent variabìes

The

variation in the order of entry of the inde-

into the regression equations through time is

due to

the changing relative importance of the variables in the settlement pro,

cess. Results indicate that the relative significance of distance and
environmental variables changes through time, with a decline

in

the

of the distance variables, as friction of distance is reduced, and an increase in the importance of the environmental variable,ìand
qua'lity. Although in 1881 all four distance variables are significant
in the final regression equation, none of the environmental variables
importance

are significant at this

date.

Land

quatity, however, having not been

significant in the earìy years of settlement, is the only significant
variable in the settlement process by 1891. The increased importance

of this variable reflects the fact that, with increasing agricultural
commerciaìisation, greater value

is

pìaced on land

with superior soil

capability for agriculture. These results accord with Gentilcore,s
(Ig72) analysis of early agricultural settlement in 0ntario. Gentilcore
(1972) found that minor environmental variations were targeìy ignored

by

the earliest settlers and, even if perceived, were outweighed by other
considerations such as accessibility and institutiona'l reguìations
determining the direction

of settlement. Through tíme, with advances in

118

technology and increased experience

biìity of the land and farmirg,
probable

that land quality

in

assessing the

agricuìtural

land quality assumed importance.

needs

to

be assessed

capa-

It

is

at both a regional and

a 'local scale. At a regional scale the principal environmental varia-

tions in the area are important considerationÉ in the settlement process,

in contrast to minor variations

which are

fluence but which gain importance through

time.

initial]y of little inThe absence

of

major

in the study area precìudes any analysis in
this study of settlement in relation to environmental variations at the
regional scale. It was postulated in the formulated process that, until
1881, the presence of both flowing surface water and woodland in a
quarter section would increase the attractiveness of that quarter section relative to land possessing only one or neither of these qualities.
environmental variations

Empirical studies suggested that ìand possessing both flowing surface
water and wood'land were settled earlier than land without these proper-

ties (Ilorton, 7967; Murchie, 1936; l^leir, 1964) , but the results do not
support this postulate. The results suggest that the presence of these
minor environmental characteristics was not a significant consideration

in the settler's

decision-making

process.

It is further proposed that

empirical analyses have inferred the relevance of these variables in
the sett'lement process from the observation of spatial form character-

istics,

thereby

illustrating

static form analysis.

one disadvantage

of inferring

process from

The resu'lts obtained provide support

for

the

exclusion of these two environmental variables from the formulated pro-

for the period after 1881, for only in 1886 is the presence of one
of these variables, woodland, significant in accounting for any variation in the date of entry of land.
cess
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Contrary to expectations based on theoretical assumptions which
suggest

that proximity to a service centre v'¡as a major consideration in

the location decision-making process, results of the descriptive statis-

tical

ana'lysis indicate that most of the land closer to the nearest

service centre was not settled at an earlier date than land further

away. Results of the regression anaìysis reveal that

tion in the date of entry is

some

of the varia-

for by proximity of the land to
the nearest service centre. Through time the partial coefficient of
determination

,

accounted

12, of this variable declines. 0n the basis of these

it is suggested that at no time during the period analysed was

results

proximity to a service centre a dominant consideration in the settler's
decision-making process. A'lthough land was available close

it

was

During the

first

duced most

of his

centres,

to service

not consistently settled earìier than land further
years of settlement

away.

it is likely that the settler pro-

own food requirements, having

to

make on'ly infrequent

to the service centre to obtain more specialised goods. It is
suggested that, due to the infrequency of these visits, a c'lose loca-

journeys

tion

and consequent minimisation

of travel-time

was not

of

importance

to the settler in relation to other considerations. As the

conrnercial

orientation of agricuìture increased between

it is likely

1872 and 1891,

that settlers placed a higher priority on alternative

uses

of their time

in reìation to travel-time to service centres, thereby reducing the
assumed advantage of occupying ìand close to a service centre. It is
suggested

that during the period analysed all locations ri,ere perceived

as being "sufficiently" close

to

By'lund (1960) proposed

centres.

that settlers wished to minimise distance

to the nearest transport route. Results of this study do not support
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this suggestion. In the area of
was located

southern Manitoba analysed, a'l'l land

less than fifteen miles from the nearest

mately 67 percent was within five miles

land closer to the

trail

was

trail

and approxi-

of a trail. Results reveal that

not consistently settled before land fur-

ther away. During the early 1870s it

is ìikely that the location

of

trails only directed settlement in a general area and was not influential in the selection of a specific location. Within a generaì area of
at least fifteen miles from a trail, proximity to a trail was not important. During the first years of settlement in particuìar, use of
trails for travel or transport purposes from the farm was of limited
significance, since the principa'l concern of the farmer was to bring

his land under cultivation.
had

Even

if

wood

for building or fuel purposes

to be transported to the quarter section, the number of journeys of

this type môV have been too limited to warrant a location close to a
trail. This may have been the case, in particular, if other conditions
influencing the attractiveness of land further

away were regarded more

hi ghly.

Contrary to expectations based on theoretical assumptions, distance

to the entry point had no apparent influence

through
does

time.

The analysis

on date

of

settlement

of the variables influencing spatial

not support the theoretical assertion that there

form

is a positive

of entry and distance from the entry point.
Proximity to Winnipeg is likely to have been important at the time when
it was the only major centre in Manitoba, providing both goods and serrelationship

between date

vices and possessing an immigration office where foreign settlers des-

tined for western Canada were required to register. By the ear'ly
when

the

1870s,

first settlers arrived in the area analysed, several additional

12t

service centres existed in Manitoba. Gladstone and l¡Jestbourne, for examp'le' were already in existence in the area analysed, in addition to
Portage-ìa-Prairie which was the largest centre located between those
in the area analysed and winnipeg. These centres provided the goods
and services required by the

settlers, thereby e'liminating the need for
a close location to Ì,,linnipeg. Registration for land did not need to be
at the main Dominion Lands Office in l,'linnipeg, but could be at a branch
office. The realisation that land regístration, like inrnigrant registration, took place only once and thus required no return journey to
t',linnipeg,
was

further supports the suggestion that proximity to

t^linnipeg

of nominal importance to the settler locating in the study area dur-

ing the period analysed. Following railway construction, friction of
distance, in terms of the duration of transport and level of freighi
rates,

2.

uras reduced

ortance

The

still

further.

of the Rail

in the Settìement

Statements such as "nearness
r{ays was

of first

importance

to railways

Pro

and

to projected rail-

to the setiler,,(Mackintosh,

1934,

p.46)

and "specialized wheat growing areas develop onìy near the rai'lway,'
(Fiackintosh, L934, p. 56) reveal the importance attached to the railway

in commercially-orÍented agricu]turaì settlement. Much literature
relating to prairie settlement has focused upon rates of setilement
the general location of setttement, sometimes relating

and

it to influences

external to the region such as the level of agrìculturaì technology and
wheat prices at t^linnipeg (Norrie, l97s). These studies have predomin-.

antiy focused

at the scale of the three prairie provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta. It is suggested that patupon settlement
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terns described in the 1Íterature by the phrase ,,setilement pattern,,
may be

a generaìisation, referring qualitatively to

specific variables.

The

its relationship to

relationship is borne out only on a regional

scale and not on the local scale employed

in this

study.

, unlike results obtained in Dick's (tgao) settlement study,
proximity to a railway toading point did not contribute significan¡y
to a variation in date of entry. This result is at variance with other
empirical work, also, which

assumed

the importance of accessibiìity to

the raiìway to the early settìers (Loveridge, 1977; Mackintosh,
as

well as with the theoretica'l

assumption

1934)

that settlers sought to mini-

to a communication link (Bylund, 1960). Although this
may in part be due to the relative uniform character of the region
mise distance

resulting in limited variation in this variabìe,

it is suggested

that

conditions in the area ana'lysed between 1872 and 1891 are more ìikely
causes

of the results obtained.

During the years analysed, agriculture

in the study area became increasingly conunercial,

changing from

essentiaìly subsistence to an essentially commerciaì nature.

It

an

is

probable that during
added advantage

this period of agricultural establishment the
of a location close to a railway loading point may not

perceived. Between 1877 and 18Bl distance to'the nearest railway loading point was significant in accounting for a variation
have been widely

in the date of entry of land. This may reflect the anticipation of and
response to the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway main line

in 1881. During
this sub-period land was available and entered within thirty miles from
the nearest loading point. By 1886, following further railway construc,

which was opened between Portage-la-Prairie and Brandon

tion, no land was further than twenty miles from a loading point

and by

,
1891

this distance

suggested

had been

further

that, with increased
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to fifteen miles. It.is
conmerciaìisation of agriculture and the
reduced

of railway loading points, âîJ land settled
within twenty miles of a loading poÍnt was considered to be of similar
attractiveness in terms of this variable..
consequent increased use

Dick (1980) indicated that

little attention has been paid to

the study of the influence of distance from a raiìway in the selection

of site.

Using multiple regression analysis

in his quantitative study
of the first settlement of the Abernethy district of Saskatchewan, a
six-township area, Dick (1980) found that approximately 60 percent of

the variation in date of entry was attributable to this distance vari-

able. It is

that the reason that distance to a railuray may
have been the principal consideration in the settler's location choice
suggested

in saskatchewan, the North-west rerritories in the 1gg0s, and not in
Manitoba is not due to the different degrees of commercial motivation
by the pioneer settlers, but rather to the number and type of crops produced. Settlement in Saskatchewan, which began in the early 1gg0s,
followed the construction of the railway and wheat was rapidly established as the dominant crop. The Abernethy setilers intended to specialise in grain farming and "wheat quickly established its economic
importance as the
1980,

principal cash crop in the Abernethy area" (oick,

p. 78). It is

suggested

that early settlers in Manitoba, parti-

cuìarìy those arriving prior to railway construction, were not dependent
on wheat as their principal or only crop, and produced a variety of

crops.

is available indicating the crops
grov',n and their yieìds in Manitoba in the 1870s to support or refute
this suggestion. A comparison of the yie'lds obtained for different
No published information
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in the province of Manitoba and the Qu'Appelle region of Saskatchewan, in which the Abernethy district is located, is made for 1881.
A variety of grain and root crops and legumes were grown in both
crops

regions, indicating a diversified agricultural base, characteristic of

incipient

commerciaì

dominant crop

agriculture. In neither region

lvas wheat the

at this date. In Manitoba the principal crop

oats, whereas for the Qu'Appelle region
ever, wheat had established
Qu'Appelle region, as

itself

it

was

grown was

potatoes. By 1885, how-

as the principal crop

in

the

it did in Manitoba by 1886. Between 1881 and 1885

the amount of cultivated land devoted to wheat farming in the Qu'Appeììe
region increased more than four-fold to 38.B percent of the cultivated

land. In comparison, the acreage

under

this crop in

Manitoba only

doubled between 1881 and 1886, thereby occupying 48.3 percent

of culti-

land. The rapid increase in the wheat acreage in the Qu'Appe'lle
region is significant since it occurs during the period when the first
settlers arrived, in contrast to the later period, following railway
construction, in ltlanitoba. This suggests the transition of agriculture
from an essentially subsistence to an essentially commercial nature and
suggests a realisation of the significance of the availability of railway loading points in thjs transition. It is suggested that the
vated

greater the importance attached by the settler to the production of
commercial economic

staple, the greater

a

is the significance of a loca-

tion close to a raiìway loading point in contrast to

one

Although the railway may have been a necessary condition

further

away.

in the settle-

in southern Manitoba, proximity to it was not the on'ly consideration in the settler's locational choice in the area analysed.

ment process
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3.

Counterfactual Settlement
The settlement process

is analysed using both descriptive

sta-

tistics and stepwise multipìe regression in order to assess the effect
of individual and multiple variables. The effect of specific variables
mâJ be

further

an approach

assessed by employing a counterfactual argument which is

that has not been used expìicitly in the anaìysis of

prairie settlement evolution. Counterfactuals

may be used

to

assess

the degree of importance of a causal variable on the resultant settlement form and may,

in addition,

be used

to derive a form from only one

variable in order to observe the effect of a single variable. In this
study a settlement form
assumes

is counterfactually derived from a process which

proximity to the nearest raiìway loading point to be the domin-

ant variable. This counterfactual approach

of this one variable

on settlement

is used to assess the impact

form. A comparison of the real

and

counterfactually derived forms indicates the relevance of proximity to
the nearest railway loading point in the settlement process
Proximity to the railway

to early sett'lers in

is assumed to have been of importance

Manitoba and the

prairie region (Friesen,

1963-64;

Mackintosh, 1934; hleir, 1960-61, 1964). In the area analysed" compris-

ing

fifty-six

townships, 2016 square miles, no settlement form is

revealed indicating that settlers elected

to locate in available

quarter

sections minimising distance to loading points and thereby forming

belts of settlement along the railway ìines (Figure

5).

demonstrates what the settlement form might have been

to the nearest railway loading point

Figure l0

like

been the dominant

had distance

variable in the

settlement process and thus available land cìosest to the loading points
had been entered

first. In Figure 10 the actuat settlement locations
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10. Real and Counterfactual

Settlement in
Relation to Distance to the Nearest
Railway Loading Point, 1872-1891
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are illustrated for the period between tB72 and 1876, whereas the quar-

ter sections occupied between 1877 and 1891 are counterfactuaì'ly
The difference between the actual and counterfactually derived

derived.

settle-

ment forms (respectiveìy Figures 5 and 10)

is apparent. The former
reveals no distÍnct.pattern, whereas the latter follows the railway
lines. These results confirm the results obtained in the regression

analysis, namely that proximity to the nearest raiìway loading point
was

not the dominant variable influencing settlement form. Rather,

several interacting variables, including the railway variable, were

for the resulting forms. Mackintosh (1934) stated that
twelve to fifteen miles was the economic distance for hauling grain in
the early twentieth century but, on the basis of the results obtained
in this study, twenty miles is suggested to be the economic distance for
hauling agricultural produce in this agricultural area of southern Manitoba in the period anaìysed. It is proposed that during the early years
of settlement the time taken to transport grain to the loading point on
the railway line may not have been of importance to the settler in
relation to a'lternative uses of his time, whereas the income from the
responsible

grain was 'important. During the time-period analysed no added

of the proximity to railway ìoading points

appears

to

advantage

have been per-

ceived. Within an area less than twenty miles from a loading point
close location does not appear to have been considered important.

individuaì may have

initial'ly

a

The

located only within a general area within

of the loading point, considering the distance to the loading point as only one of a number of factors influencing his choice of
location. The general statements made in regional-scale studies cannot
be applied unquestionably to studies relating to a local scale.
twenty miles
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4.

The Si

ificance of the

st of

Land

in

the

ricultural

Setttement

Process

in this study incorporates distance and
environmental variables of universal applicabi'lity. Their selection
has a sound basis in theory and they have been shown to be of importance
in the first agricuìtural settlement of both the prairies and other
The process formulated

pioneer regions. In addition

to these universally applicable variables,
certain variables may be region-specificn being relevant in particular
to the settlement of the region analysed. Loveridge ( lg77) suggested
that the grant type of a quarter section

settler's location

cost.

in the
other than in terms of its

was not a consideration

decision-making process,

descriptive analysis indicates that homestead lands were,
average' settled earlier. than lands that had to be purchased. It is
The

suggested

that the cost of land of different grant types influenced

date of sett'lement

of land in the area analysed. This is

on

the

based on the

fact that lands of a specific type lvere, on average, settìed earlier
than lands of other types. The cost of land is thus a region-specific
variable. It is an institutional variable since the Dominion was responsible for aìlocating land to different grants and for determining
the

price of Dominion lands.

It is suggested that the cost of land may have formed a deter_
rent to settling close to the railway ìine or projected line. untiì
18Bl the exact location of the transcontinental rai'lway across the area

uncertain. Information regarding the cost of land is derived from Tyman (lg7z). 0n July 9, 1879, five betts were drawn up by
the government on either side of the projected raiìway ìine which was
analysed was

assumed

to take a route

approximateìy twelve miles north

of the Canadian

I29

Pacific Railway main line as constructed in

1gB1 (Tyman,

lgTz) (Figure

2).

Within each of these belts the price per acre of ìand was as indicated in Table 24. 0n May 25, l8g1, further modifications were enforced.

that al'l canadian pacific Railway land (oddsections) within the 48-mi'le belt, that is,24 miles on either

Reguìations determined
numbered

side of the main line, be priced at $z.so per acre, regardless of its
location within the belt, as was Dominion land on even-numbered sections.
The period

of analysis from lB77 to

1881 encompasses

all

three

of these reguìations. Settlement analysed in 1881 refìects the total
number of quarter sections entered between lg77 and 1Bg1 (160). It is
suggested

that settlers

posed main

line,

who located more than

five miles from the pro-

even though land was available closer

to the line,

may

in the period when land within five miles of the line
cost $6.00 or $5.00 per acre, as opposed to the reduced costs at greater
distances. A visual appraisal of Figures 5,6 and g together does not
suggest a preference for quarter sections of a particuìar grant type
have entered land

entered at a distance greater than five miìes from the proposed rai'lway

line. It is proposed that, in the period analysed, settìers placed a
greater va'lue on the'lower-priced land at a greater distance from the

railway, than on a more economic, higher-priced location near the railway, all other variables being equal. It is suggested that the cost of

is a variable relevant in the settlement process of southern trlanitoba. It is a region-specific variable that is likety to be of relevance in the evolution of sett'lement throughout North America where a
land

ìand-granting system operated with land grants having differentia'l

costs. It is further proposed that this variable
rural settìement theory.

be incorporated into
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TABLE 24

PRICE OF LAND WITHIN THE ZONE

OF RAILt,.lAY LANDS,

JULY 9, 7879

Distance From
Railway Line
(miles)

t

Bel

A

0-5

$6.00

20
40

$6.00

$s. oo

$2. 50

$3.50

$2.50
$2.00
$1.00

D

2t4l-

60

$2. oo

E

61-110

$1.00

c

Regulations

of

Price of
Dominion Land
(per acre)

6-

B

Price of
Rai'lway Land
(per acre)

October L4, 1879, resu'lted

prices as presented in Table

in

an

alteration of

these

25.

TABLE 25
CHANGE

0F

Bel

A
B
C
D

E

t

IN

PRICE OF LAND WITHIN THE

RAILWAY LANDS, OCToBER

Railway Land
(per acre)

from $6.00 to
from $5.00 to
from $3.50 to
remained at
remained at

$5.00
$4.00
$3.00
$2.00
$1.00

14,

ZONE

1879

Dominion Land
(per acre)

from $6.00 to $2. 50

remained
remained
remained
remained

at
at
at
at

$2.50
$2. s0

$2.00

$t.

oo
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5.

of the Process
It is argued in this study that individual settlers in the
study area were commercial'ly-motivated from their first days of settleAssessment

ment even thòugh located

distant from major markets. Surveyors' reports

of the area, indicating the suitability of land for wheat cultivation,
that is, the cuìtivation of a commercial rather than a subsistence cropr
lends support

to this suggestion. Initially the market for agricultural

produce was the
became

local non-agricultural popuìation, but commercialisation

in transport facilities,

realised with developments

notably the

railway, and developments in agricultural technology. The study period

is

one characterised by

incipient

commerciaì

agricultural enterprises,

possibìy foìlowing a very short phase of subsistence farming. Results

this notion, indicating that during the first years of
settlement, when new land was being brought under cultivation, the
economic variables in the settlement process relating to commercial
farming were of limited significance in determining settlement location.
obtained support

In the 1870s

and

early

1BB0s

proximity to railway loading points, which

provided access to more distant markets, and land quality do not appear

to

have been

important.

these variables gain

Towards

the latter years of the study period

in importance in accounting for the variation in

of land, thereby suggesting an increasing commerciaì
orientation of settlers. This indicates that the process which, by
date of entry

definition, operates through time,

does not consist

of a set of

unchangr

ing variab'les
A hypothesised settlement process

v'ras assumed

to contain only

distance and environmental variabìes, relating to accessibility and land

qual'ity,

if it is to be generally applicable.

Additional variables
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relating to the

presence

of specific, minor,

environmental features,

institutional considerations affecting settlement form, and the presence
of earlier settlers, for example, are location and region-specific.
Further, individual location,decisions are influenced by the ethnic
background,
may

or

may

agricultural experience

and aspirations

of the settler and

not be based on rational economic judgement. These consider-

ations are settler-specific.

striking feature of the results of the process-form
ana'lysis of agricultural settlement in southern Manitoba is the lack of
significant variables in the settlement process for the period between
The most

1891. This is contradictory to much work on rural settlement
both in the prairie region and elsewhere and raises some interesting
1872 and

questions about existing rural settlement theory and previous empirical

studies.

of using settlement theory in an analysis of set¡ement is to exp'lain real-world settlement location. The development of
rural settlement theory has been timited and few studies have specificThe object

ally tested the hypotheses incorporated in setilement theory. while
propositions incorporated in theory are assumed to be generaììy applicable forr a frontier region experiencing

first

settlement, the results

of this study do not confirm this without some modification. This is
significant, particuìarly given the fact that hypotheses in rura'l
settlement theory were tested and verified in an area comparable to the
study area (Hudson, 1969). This prompts the question whether existing

rural settlement theory is indeed generally appticable. until more
empirical studies of settlement evolution are made which specifica1ly
test theory this question remains unanswered.

.
The r"esuìts obtained confirm the value

form approach
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of adopting a process:

in the study of settlement evolution.

Many, essentially

qualitative, empirical studies of western Canadian settlement have
adopted an inferential approach, inferring the significance of specific
variables in the settlement process from static form analysis.
noted

It

is

that the settlement location decision-making process is highìy

complex. The proposed settlement process

is

eminentìy reasonable

the basis of theory and empirical studies and

on

is suggested to be operat-

ing at different scales, consisting of both local and regional influences. The results suggest that not one of the economic variables was
considered

of overriding importance in the settlement process postuìated

to be operating

in the area of southern Manitoba
anaìysed, as v,ras the case of proximity to the railway line in Dick's
(1980) study. All variables are undoubted'ly relevant in the process.
They are cruciaì a priori and are similar within the area. The results
between 1872 and 1891

indicate that the location decision-making process includes, in addition

to distance

variables, the consideration of either
settler-specific, location-specific or region-specific variables, or
and environmental

of these three types of variables. l,.lithin the area considered detaiìs of the analysis demonstrate that the variab'les are of
combination

uniform relevance spatia'l ly.

a

CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

In the period from
southern Manitoba became

1872

to

1891

agricultural settlement in

established. Agricultural settlement evolu-

tion is a component of the economic development of the region and is
analysed in this study using a process-form approach. This approach
assumes

the formulation of a settlement process incorporating variables

derived from rural settlement theory and empiricaì rural settlement

studies.

The analysis

of the process

and related forms

is

presented in

order to assess the effect of the incorporated variables on the date of

entry of

land.

Few ana'lyses

of settlement have specifically tested

a

settlement model with reality.

1.

Summarv

of the Thesis

in order to attempt an explanation of
the agricultural settlement evolution in an area of southern l'lanitoba
between 1872 and 1891. Ihe first aim was to formulate an appropriate
settlement process. The second aim was to isolate and assess the importance of the principaì variables in the process and the third aim was
to analyse the settlement forms between 1872 and 1891 in relation to
Three aims were outlined

the process.
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The attractiveness
assumed

of a quarter section for settlement is

to be a function of specific

eonomic variables based on measures

of distance and the environment. For this reason the hypothesised
settlement process incorporates relevant distance and environmental

variables. Four distance variables are considered.
the distance

of the quarter section to the entry point,

nearest service centre, railway loading point and
environmental variables considered
sence

or

absence

take account

These

of

relate to

l^linnipeg, the

trail.

The three

relate to land quaìity and the pre-

of flowing surface water and woodland. In order to

changing conditions

in southern

Manitoba between 1872

in the settlement process are required. For
this reason the settlement process is analysed in four five-year
periods, ending in 1876,1881,1886 and 1891.. The process is analysed
in two parts. First, hypotheses incorporated in the model are tested
using descriptive statistics in order to determine the effect of individual variables in isolation on the date of entry of land and, thus,
on settlement form. Second, stepwise multiple regression ana'lysis is
employed in order to test the combined effect and relative importance
of the variables. One thousand quarter sections in the study area are
and 1891, modifications

selected using a basic random sampling procedure. Between 1872
1891, 461 quarter sections

in this

sample had been

settled.

and

Analysis

is confined to these 461 locations.
Until the early
The

first

1870s migration

two quarter sections

to western

Canada was

in the sample to be entered

in 1872 and the largest number of entries to

be made

in

limited.

were occupied

any one

five-

year period between 1872 and 1891 occurred between 1877 and 1881. Dur-

ing this period 160 individuals settled in the area. The fact that
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only 461 quarter sections

in the selected samp'le were entered by 1B9i

indicates that, aithough agricuìtural settlement was well established
by this date, the period of settlement evolution was not complete and
much land was

still

unoccupied.

It is argued that the selection of a

specific quarter section for settlement, and hence date of set¡ement,
was determined by the availability of land for settlement and iryas further a response to the economic attractiveness of that quarter section.
Attractiveness changed through time and was the result of the interaction of the economic variables in the process. Results of the regression analysis reveal that between

sistently

for

1.872 and 1891

no single variable con-

of the variation in the date of entry of
land. During this period the relative importance of the variables
changed. This is revealed by the changing order of entry of the indeaccounted

pendent variables

there

most

into the regression equations.

Between lgTZ and 1g91

is a decline in the importance of the distance variab'les

increase

and

an

in the importance of the environmental variable, land quality,

in the location

decision-making process. This

is

interpreted as reflect-

ing the increased commercial agricultural motivation of the setilers in
the area towards the latter years of the study period and accords with
findings of a study of early agricuìtural setilement in 0ntario
(Gentilcore

' 1972). During the years analysed, agriculture in the study

area became increasing:ly commercial and wheat occupied over twice the
acreage
As

of cultivated ìand in

early as 1876 some wheat

1880s

grain elevators

and

Manitoba

in

1886 as

it

had done

in

in

the

was exported from f,lanitoba and

flat loading p'latforms

railway stations, thereby providing

1gg1.

were constructed at

facilities for transporting agricul-

tural produce, such as wheat, out of the region. For the period anal-

r37

ysed,results suggest that,within twenty miles of a railway load'ing
point,no added advantage was perceived to locating closer to a loading

point in preference to locating further away. Proximity to a railway
loading point was but one

of several

considerations

location choice. The settlement process

in a settler's

is high'ly complex involving,

in addition to distance and environmental considerations, settlerspecific, location-specific and region-specific considerations.
suggested

It

is

that an additional economic, region-specific, variable be con-

in the settlement process of southern l4anitoba, namely the cost
of land. This variable is related to grant type since prices per acre
varied for land of different grant types. It has been noted that the
disposition of a quarter section was not a consideration in the settler's
decision-making process, other than in the cost of its acquisition
(Loveridge, 1977). Free homestead 'lands in the study area were settled
before lands that had to be purchased and it is further suggested that
the cost of land may have formed a deterrent to settling cìose to a
sidered

railway line or projected line between 1879 and 1881 when the price of
land increased with distance to the railway line.
A major achievement

of this thesis is the explicit

that established rural settlement theory

recognition

is not necessarily appropriate

to detai'led empirical analysis. For this area of southern Manitoba between 1872 and 1891

it is ilearly

demonstrated

that conventional vari-

ables are inadequate as explanations of settlement
achievement

form. A second major

is the recognition that empirical generalisations

relating

to rural settlement in both Manitoba and the prairie region, which
assumed

to

be applicable, are inappropriate

1934; Morton, 1967;

were

to the study area (Mackintosh,

Richtik, 1977; l¡leir, 1964). Further to

Grossman's
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(1971)

criticisms of Hudson's (1969) work,

who argued

that

Hudson

failed to derive general "la!,rs" of settìement, it is suggested, on the

of results obtained in this study, that the propositions incorporated in theory are not generally appìicable without modification to a
basis

frontier region experiencing first settlement. Results reported offer
some

support

for

not provide a

Grossman's (1971)

fult expìanation.

criticisms in that the variables

The reasons

do

for this are not entirely

clear but are related to the specific character of the area at the
time analysed and the characteristics of the

in both Grossman's (1971) study
settlement evolution suggest

settlers. Results obtained

this anaìysis of agricultural
that institutional influences on settleand

significant. In order.to improve existing rural settlement
theory it is proposed that the institutional variable, cost of land, be
incorporated if theory is to be genera'lly applicable to the North Ameri-

ment are

can settlement situation.

2.

Limitations of the Study

is highly suited to the analysis of
evolution. A process is formulated and analysed in order to

A process-form approach
settlement

identify the possible variables responsib'le for the observed settlement
form, since an analysis

of

form alone introduces the inference problem,

inferring processes from known forms. This process-form

approach

in-

evitably has some deficiencies which stem chiefìy from the simplifying
assumptions made

in data collection

and process

formulation.

Assump-

in data collection are related, in particuìar, to the calcuìation of specific'measures of distance and the environment. Thus,
since the exact locations of homesteads are unknown and knowledge of
tions

made

the exact location of some of the major

line dístance

measures

A linear relationship

trails is uncertain, straight-

are taken from the centre of quarter sections.

is

assumed between date

of entry and the distance

variables. Although the precise nature of the relationship is not
known, it has been suggested to be a Pareto function (lrlorrill, 1963).
Information regarding the.earliest year in which a centre

is

have been

in existence is obtained from a variety of primary

secondary

sources.

It is noted that centres

known to
and

are assumed to have pro-

at least basic goods and may have been in existence prior to the
date considered in this study. Thus, their possibìe existence in the
years prior to the one assumed may have contributed to the locational
considerations of those settlers arriving prior to that year. Environmental information is obtained from surveyors' township diagrams, field
vided

notes and reports but these documents do not provide an accurate, con-

sistent and extensive record of environmental conditions. The survey
was made only aìong the boundary of quarter sections and only
infre_
quently did the surveyor provide environmental details about the interior character of quarter sections. In this study any mention of woodland in these documents

is assumed to indicate

the presence of

wood

suitabìe for building and fueì purposes, regardless of tree-type and
quantity. The indication of the presence of any form of flowing surface
water

is

potable

assumed

to reflect the presence of a continuous supply of

water. Although these

documents provide somewhat unreliable

information, they are the only source of contemporary information relating to environmental conditions. The year of entry is assumed to be the

first

year in which land was settled.

considered. The settler

is further

Thus, no

assumed

pre-survey setgement is

to be a rational

economic
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man' aware

of all factors influencing the economic attractiveness of

a

quarter section and seeking a location to maximise economic opportunity.

In addition to these ìimitations re]ating to the making of
assumptions, the process-model is unable to distinguish the sensitivity
of individual variables, that is, the effect of change in other variables on the variable being considered. Finaìly, since the model is

simpìification of the settlement process, ìocal
accounting

for

any

a

and minor variables

variation in the date of entry of land are not con-

sidered. Notwithstanding these timitations relating mainìy to the paucity of more detailed data for the period analysed, the validity of the
process

is upheìd and a process-form

tural settlement evolution in

approach

to the study of agricul-

southern Manitoba thus constitutes a valid

research theme.

3.

for Further Research
Many studies in historical geography

Suggestions

been

have

descriptive accounts of distributions of

characteristÍca¡y

in space, where
cross-sections of the past were reconstructed using historical records.
Neither a singìe cross-section nor a set of chronological'ly-aryanged
cross-sections provides an explanation of changes in the ìandscape.
clark (1960) argued in favour of the geography of change, thereby incorphenomena

porating a temporal component into the study of landscape change.
Clark (1954) believed that,in order to be able to exp'lain a given situa-

tion,it was necessary to study its
of this

generating processes. A development

change through time approach suggested by

clark (19s4) is

the

of the evolution of spatial form. This approach provides a means
of incorporating a temporal and exp'lanato.ry cornponent into the analysis
study

I4I

of settlement and is

achieved by employing a process-form approach.

is a research theme in current

anaìysis of processes
and the need

human geography

to study the processes generating spatial form has been

advocated (Amedeo and Golìedge,
may

The

1975). Historical geographical studies

profitably adopt such an approach to the study of spatial evoìution,

thereby incorporating both a temporal and an exp'lanatory element into

the analysis. The inference of a process from an analysis of form is
an unsatisfactory means

of expìaining form since it

of a number of processes. Expìanation

may more

may

result from

satisfactorily

be

achieved by deducing form from a hypothesised process. A process
be operationalised

to

generate a number

of

one

may

forms by adopting a simula-

tion procedure. This is a means of gaining a greater understanding of
ìandscape evolution and, by incorporating a chance element, the proba-

bilistic
insight

process becomes more

may be gained

into

realistic of

human behaviour

human

behavjour. Additional

in the past

by analysing

counterfactual s.

In this study of spatial form evolution a modified process-form

is used. A settlement process is formulated and the effect
of the variables is analysed. In this study the terms "process" and
procedure

"form" are defined as
sion of actions

follows.

The term "process"

of interacting variables

an outcome and the term "form" refers

refers to a

succes-

which result continuous'ly in

to the spatial

outcome

at

any

one

point in time resulting from a particuìar process. Ana'lysis of the process comprises the use

of descriptive statistics

regression, and a simpìe counterfactual
impact

of

one variable on date

and stepwise multiple

is emp'loyed to demonstrate the

of settlement. Hypotheses derived from

theory and empiricaì settlement studies are tested to determine the
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effects of the variables on date of entry of the quarter sections
ana

1ysed.

for further research are indicated re'lating
to both the subject matter of this study and to the possibility of
Several directions

adopting a process-form approach to other research areas

in historicaì

geography. A further means by which settlement evolution may be analysed is by the generation of spatial forms from a hypothesised process.

is

Simulation

the means by which the process may be operationalised.

Settlement forms may be generated by caìculating an attractiveness value

for

each quarter section analysed on the basis

mental variables

in the model.

of distance and environ-

subsequently, the appropriate number of

settlers that actualìy entered land during the period analysed are
located on available lands with the highest attractiveness vaiues.
amending

the formulation of the settlement process

observe the

By

it is possib]e to

effect that alternative location decisions would

have had,

thereby providing a greater understanding of what actua'lly occurred.

counterfactual assertions may be used,

first, to alter

the settlement

to alter conditions relevant to the region. For
example, it may be desired to examine the effect of the railway variable
on form. This would require its removal from the process. when comprocess and, second,

pared

with the real-world form this generated form

may

reveal the impor-

or lack of importance of the variable in the process. Alternatively, it may be clesired to observe the effect which the alternative
tance

route of the Canadian Pacific Railway main line may have had on settlement

if it

of these

had taken the route as

originaììy surveyed. Consideration

"might-have-beens" wou'ld provide a greater understanding of

both the generating process and the real form.
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Another research area

in historicaì

geography where

form approach may be usefully adopted to aid explanation

ysis of agricuìtural evolution.

An evolutionary analysis

a process-

is in the analof land use,

using a process-form procedure, ffiâV be employed to study the transition

of an agricuìtural economy from an essentially subsistence to an essentially commercial nature. Through time agrÍcuìture is expected to
deve'lop from a

diversified

base

to a specialised base.

Such

a land

use

evolutionary study, when combined with an agricultural settlement evolu-

tionary study, would present insight into a significant part of the

of the economic landscape. A process-form methodology thus
constitutes a valid research theme for historical geographical studies
development

concerned

with dynamic explanatory analyses. Analyses adopting this

approach might contribute

to the rewriting of rural settlement theory.

APPEND I X

DATA

1.

val

Archi

SOURCES

and Unpubl i shed l'lateri al

Brandon, Manitoba. Land

s

Titles' 0ffice.

Abstract Books: Hudson's Bay Company land sales records.

Calgary,

Alberta. Archives,

G'lenbow-Alberta Institute.
Pacific Railway Company: Land Examination papers
('land descriptions), Land Grant Records, Land Sales Rebords
(vols. 22, 30, 61, 64, 70, 72, 73, 75-83, 106-109, IZS, LZ7,
128), Town Lot Contract Books.

Canadian

N. File containing unpublished information on early grain
elevators in Manitoba.
l,.linnipeg: Historic Resources of lrlanitoba.

Einarson,

Letourneau,

J.A.R. 1974. "Manitoba's

l^linnipeg:

Hi

Railways - A
Mani toba.

stori c Resources of

Pilot

Study."

Montreal, Quebec. 1980. construction history of the Manitoba and
North Western Raiìway line - personaì communication with 0.
Lavallée, Archivist, Canadian Pacific Archives.
Morden,

Itlanitoba. Land Titles' 0ffice.
Abstract Books: Hudson's Bay Company land sales records.

Munroe,

L. 1959. "Outline of History of the company's Land Grants.,,
Caìgary: C.P.R., Department of Naturaì Resources. Held at
the Archives, Glenbow-Alberta Institute.
l4anitoba. Land Titles' Office.
Abstract Books: Hudson's Bay Company land sales records.

Neepawa,

0ttawa, Ontario. Public Archives of Canada.
Construction history of the Portage, l^lestbourne and North l,'lestern Railway 'line between Portage-la-Prairie and Minnedosa:
Department of Transport, RG12, vol. 1851, file 3268-15 pts. z
and 3.

Portage- I a-Prai rie

, I'lani toba.

Land Ti

Abstract Books: Hudson's Bay
744

tl es' 0ff
Company

i ce.

land sa'les records.
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t^linnipeg, Manitoba. Crown Lands Branch, Department
Resources.
Township General Registers for Townships
16, west of the pri nci pal lrlerí di an .

7

of l'lines

and Natural

to 14, Ranges 10 to

winnipeg' Manitoba. Surveys Branch, Department of Mines
Resources.

and Natura I

Field Notes and_Reports of the Dominion Lands Survey and Town!l.rip_Diagrams of Townships 7 to 14, Ranges 10 to 16, west of
the Principaì Meridian.

2.

l'laps

, Atl ases and pl ans

canada. 1966. Department of Agriculture. canada Land Inventory.
loit capabiritv for Aqriculrure: Bran¿on map snÀði-6ãð.
canada. 1966. ogpSflr.lt of Agriculture. canada Land Inventory.
.
loil Capabilitv for Ao.
.

canada, 7964- Surveys and Mapping Branch, Department of Energy,
Mines and Resources. Topographic map,' 1:250,000. gruñàon
map sheet 62G.

canada. 1964.
and Mapping Branch, Department of Energy,
ìulygvt
Mines and
Resources. Tôpographic map,' 1:250,000: -ñãåËäru
map sheet 62J.

canada. 1977.
and Mapping Branch, Department of Energy,
ìrly.vs
-ljinñÌËeg
Mines and
Resources. îôpographic
map,' 1:250,000.

map sheet 6ZH.

Dominion
Morden,

of

Canada

Atlas.

1975.

n. p.

Manitoba. Land Titles, Offi ce.
Relevant town pìans.

Neepawa,

Manitoba. Land Tiiles, Offi ce.

Relevant town pìans.

l,Jeir, T.R. (ed. ). 1960. Econoql_ç_Åll¡Þ_
Stovel Advocate pr

pl Manitoba.

t^linnipeg:
""'r-J

Winnipeg, Manitoba. Land Titles, Office.
Relevant town pìans.
l,'|innipeg, Manitoba. Provincial ArchÍves of Manitoba.
Contemporary maps depicting the area of southern Manitoba analysed.
Map of Province of trlanitoba, Feb., 1971.
Manitoba Surveys effected, 1971.
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Townships Surveyed

in

1878.

Manitoba and the North-West Territories,

canada. Manitoba and North-west rerritories, c. 1890.
Province of Manitoba, 1991.
Iap qI Province of Manitoba, Canada, 1992.
Canadi an Pacif i c Rai lway Lands , 1.g86
Railway and Guide Map of Manitoba, 1987.
Indexed Rai'lway and Guide l,,lap of, Manitoba, 19g9.
Map of Manitoba, 1891.

winnipeg, l'lanitoba. surveys Branch, Department of Mines and Natural
Resources.

Rai'lway and Trail Plans, also depicting the location of service
centres
canadian Pacific Railway - main line. Surveys Branch No.: 18g1,
2965.
Canadian Pacific Raiìway - Souris Branch. Zgg4
Manitoba and North l^Jestern Railway.
zosz, zo70
Manitoba South l^lestern coronizatión Railway. 2969: zgg0

Fort Ellice

3.

Public

Trail.

2526

Documents

of

Canada. Cqnsus

ffi,

Canada, 1BB0-B1. 3 vols.
Roger and Co., iggz-gq.

of the Three Provisional Districts of the North-hlest

Çelsus

Offi:

faclean, Roger and Co., Igg6.

Census of J'lani

toba,

@ñogerand
Census

of

1885-86.

Canada, l89O-91.

@18e3-e7.
Canada. House

of

Co.,

1886.

4 vols.

Commons. Journals.

Publicity
about Manitoba, movement to
-(.teZ+)
37 Vic.
voì. B, app . 7.

Canada.

Manitoba.

Parliament. Sessional papers.
Publicity about Manitoba,'cost of transport and movemenr to
l'lanitoba,-_la1d guide service, immigratibn and populatiòn fi gures for Manitoba.

36 Vic.
37 Vic.
38 Vic.
39 Vic.
40 Vic.
41 Vic.
42 Vic.

(1873)
(1874)
(1875)
(1876)
(1877)
(1878)

(tazs¡

no.

26

no. 9
no. 40
no. 8
no. 8
no. I
no. 9

46
47

Vic.
Vic.

4B Vi

c.

49 Vi c.
50 Vic.
51 Vi c.
52 Vi c.

( taas¡
( 1BB4)
( 1885)
( 1886)
( 1887)
( 1888)
( 188e)

no.
no.

14

14

no. I
no. 9
no. 12
no. 4
no. 5

r47

43 Vic. (1880 ) no. 10
44 Vic. (1881 ) no. L2
45 Vic. (1882 ) no.11
Canada.

Statutes.
Boundaries of
33 Vic. (1870
40 Vic. (1877
44 Vic. (1881

Mani

53

54
55

Vic. (1890)
Vic. (r891)
Vic. (1892)

no.
no.
no.

6
6
7

toba.

c. 3 [Manitoba Act)
c. 6
c. 14

Dominion Lands Act.
35 Vic. (1872) c. 23
Rai

lways.

Vic. (rctz¡ c. 7l (Canadian Pacific Railway Act)
Vic. (1BBl) c. 1 (Charter of the Canadian paciiic Railway)
Vic. (1882) c. B0 (Portage, triestbourne and North I'lest Rai-t47 vic. (1884) c.
(iåTr:'i?'ü¿ r4aniroba Sourh hresrern
'3 Colonization Railway to the Canadian paci35
44
45

fjc

Canada.

Railway)

Parliament. Privy Council Order.
School lands sale by public auction.
Privy council Order No. z43z-rïB7, Ref. 164,161 on 146,365.

I'lanitoba. Statutes.
Westbourne and North l^lestern Railway Company.
43 Vic. (1880) c. 3s.

4.

, Arti cl es and Newspapers
Bladen, M.L. 1932. "construction of Railways in canada to the year
E-qoks

1885." Contributions

Bladen,

to--1Qg¡qdian Ecónomics,

5:

43_60.

M.L.

1934.
"Construction of Raiìways in Canada. part I I,
from 1885 to 1931." Contributions tò Canadian Economics, 7:
61- 107.

canadian Pacific.Rail*uy, n.d. Main Line Land Grant, n.p.
Heìd at the Archives, Gleffie.
Henderson's Di rectories
Manitoba Directory
uauvt

for

:

lB76-77.

1876. St. Boniface: La Rivière

Henderson's Director

of

hlinni

and Inco

peg:

Henderson's North Western Ontarign--l{qnitoba and North-West
Di

and

n.

recto

ed

Towns

Territories
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Manitoba. 1892. Manitoba Officiaì

Hand-Book.

Liverpool: n.p.

Moore,

G,A. 1975. "Manitoba's Railways, part I."
(July): 199-221

Itloore,

G.A. 1975. "Manitoba's Raiìways, part II. "

Canadian RaiI

285 (October): 295-310.

Nor-l^Jest

Farmer. 1884. l^linnipeg, February, No. 19:

,

canadian Rail
33.
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